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Preface

"Nuclear Power: The Fifth 'Horseman," by Denis Hayes, is the sixth
in a series of papers published by Worldwatch Institute in an at-
tempt to identify and analyze emerging global trends and problems.
Previous papers in the series are listed, inside the back cover.

. This paper evaluates the future of nuclear power, subjecting it to
several teststhose of economics, safety, adequacy of fuel supplies,
environmental impact, and bdth national and international security.

If the world is to "go nuclear," adopting nuclear power as the prin-
cipal source of energy, each of these criteria should be satisfied. In
fact, none may be satisfied.

('
Nuclear power is being re-examined in many quarters. Local com-
munities throughout the world are concerned over, reactor safety.
Environmentalists and others are deeply concerned about, the lack,
or even thei.,,prospec:t, of satisfactory techniques for disposing of
radioactive waste. Foreign policy analysts express grave concern over,
the Weapons-proliferation implications of the spread of nuclear pow-
er, recognizing that sooner or later an unstable political leader or ter-
rorist group will acquire this awesome weaponry. And, perhaps most
damning of all, in 1975 the corporate executives who head electrical
utilities in the United-States cancelled or deferred 25 times as many
new reactors as they ordered. A leading nuclear executive recently
described his industry.as being sick. The prognosis may be even more
serious.

Much of this paper will appear in a forthcoming book; Rays of Hope:
The Transition to a Post-Petroleum World by Denis Hayes (W. W.
Norton, 1977); that 'examines energy options.

Lester R. Brown
President, Worldwatch Institute
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IntroductiOn

rguments .against nuclear power are rooted in a simple 7
paradox. Commercial nuclear power is viable only under
social conditions of absolute stability and,predictability.

Yet the mere existence of fissile materials undermines
the seQurity that-skuclear technology requires. .

A commitment to nuclear fission is uncompromising and unending.
ower source cannot brook natural disasters or serious mechan-

ies, human mistakes or willful malevolence, It demands an
ted vigilance ofsous social institutions and demands it for
illion years. At' the Same time, ,the, use ,of commercial nu-
dramatically increases the fragility of human civilization.
of -,nuclear technology amounts , to acceptance of the
read of nuclear weapons from nation to nation, and the

thatsome nuclear bombs will end up in terrorist hands.
not whether; nuclear power will lead to nuclear weap-

eyond question. What, is unknown is who will control
how they will be used, and what their u*e will portend
ost stable ins 'ons.

stion ranks above all others. But a
, many. of --which hive received more

scrutiny in some countries than in others, deserves attention. If the
world is indeed to "g o nuclear," all will be legitimate natters of inter-
national con n. The entire.case against commercial nuclear power
deserves public scrutiny' before we become irreversiblj, commit,
ted toa riuclea future.

In the mid - fifties, the United- States, the So.viet Union, Britain: and
France all began operatingThuclear. reactors -to generate electricity.
The Federal' 'Republic of Germanty began reactor operations in
1940, Canada *id ;Italy joined. the club in 1962; and Japan and
Sweden followed\ in 1963. In the late- fiftiesor early sixties, the Peo=
ple's Republic of \China began limited weapons-related reactor bpera-
tions, exploding-it' first nuclear bomb in 1964.1
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By 1970, the list of commercial nuclear nations had lengthened to '
include Switzerland, the German Democratic Reptblic, the Nether- .
lands, Spain, Belgium, and India. Since then, Psakistarr, Taiwan,
Czechoslovakia, Argentina, and Bulgaria have become nuclear
powers, bringing the total to twenty-one. Nuclear power now ac-'

8 counts for 17 percent of all electricity used in Switzerland, 15 percept'
in Belgium, .10 percent in Britain, 9.6 percent in Taiwan, and about 8 ,
percenfin the United States. ,

At the end of 1975, commercial reactors totaled 158 worldwide with
a combined capacity of 66,995 megawatts of electricity :--up tenfold
in 10 -years. Planned additions would quickly multiply th4t capacity
another eightfold to 526,822 megawatts, derived from 660 reactors.
COmMereial nucrearpower plauts are currently under construction in
Austria, Brazil, Finland, (South Korea, and Yugoslavia. Australia,
Denmank, Egypt, Hungdry, Iran, Israel; Mexico, the Philippines,
Poland, Romania, South Africa, and Thailand are actively courting
the idea of going nuclear. By' the end of. the century, 40 or more
countries could have a combined generating, capacity of more than
two million megawatts.?

Global nuclear development was initially spurred by the belief that
. fission would provide a cheap, clean, safe source power for rich

and poor alilsg, However, the dieam of 'electricity too cheap to
meter" has follidered under a heavy burden of technical, economic,
and moral problemssome of ,which appear to be inherently unsolV,,

',able. , A growing body of analysis -suggests that the total costs of
nuclear power far outweigh the total benefits.

In much of the Western world, the future of "the Peaceful atom" has
- grown cloudy. In the spring of 1973,'the Swedish Parliament called
`a halt to nuclear 'power development while the government initiated
a public education program around the motto "learn more and you
will influence more. ' Public opinion polls over the next two years
showed a steady erosion of support for nuclear power, and,- by .the.
time of the final governmental decision on May 29, 1975, a majority .
of :Swedes opposed' the construction of more

ry
,reactors. A parliamen-

tary coalition voted to limit future nuclear construction to two re-
actors beyond those already planned at the time of the moratorium:'

Annual. United States reactor orders, which reached peak of 36 in
1973,-declined to 7 in 1974, and pluntmeted to 4 iri 1975. Cariceila-



, -"Global nucleai deyetopment was 4

initially spurred by the belief that,'
fission would provide a cheapn

_ clean, safe source (If power for rich,
and poor. alike."

dons . and deferrals outriced new reactor ;orders in the U.S. by more .1.

th 25 to one in 1975. Even as numerous states Ilebate nuclear more-
tore t and other restraints, a de facto national moratorium appears 'to
be developing.

. .

Nuclear development in Japan has, been snagged by a series pf law-, es
suits and by widespread proteSt rallies: The governinent, worried 7,
about the, nation'4 heavy' reliance on foreign oil and coal, desires to
implement a program of rapid nuclear development. BUt nuclear
oppositiorr in Japan traces back to,,Hiroghima' and. Nagasaki; and to
years of street demonstrations protesting the :arriial of U.S. nuclear-
powered naval vessels: Japan's first nuclear-driven ship, the Mutsu,
developed a widely-publicizedlradiation ,leak during a trial run in
September of 1974. The .vessel was forced to remairiat sea forseven"

.Weks before its home port woulllow it to .be towed in. Fog' more
than a year,,no ship-buildins cc munity vas: willing to undertake
the needed repairs. An offer by the port city of Sasebo in early.1976
provoked protests by the Harbor Workers. Union, the 3a4bo City
Employees Union, the Fisheries Federation, and 11 other organize-
tidns. The Struggle Committee Against the Mutsu has recently an-
itoUnced plans- for a seat blockade to prevent the Ship from entering
the port. ti

eln,tarly 1975, twehty thousand people from- the Baden-WUrttemberg
. area of West Germany staged a prolonged sit-in protesting,a proposed

,41),,2700-megawatt complex inWyhl. .More than .8b00 Swip tilizens
participated in a ,similar' sit-in protesting a planned 932,rnegawatt
reactor near Basel.

In May of 1975, a convocation of nuclear 'op ponents was held in
'Canberra, the Australian capital. the critics (who all. 'arrived. on
bicycles) , pitched . a tent city, sing prot6st songs, created a street
theater, and boiled a symbolic pot of tea on a solar cooker in front of
Hifar, the country's only riuclear.reactor. kToalition of trade uhions,
environmental groups, and peac4rganizations subsequently asked
the Australian government to establish nuclear-free zones in the
South Pacific, the Indian Ocean, end Antarctica.

The Canadian' government. continues tp laud the virtues of its "
CANDU reactor, but the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsi-
bility has begun mobilizing ,public opposition. Partly because India
constructed a nuclear explosive out of material from a 'Canidian-



;I supplied reactor, Canada's anti-nuclear forces have grown rapidly

1
uring the past two year's. .

-ily in 1975, mores than 41)0 French scientists signed a manifesto
protesting the 50 nuclear po.v.ter plants France then planned to build.

10 In thOpring. of the same year, L'Express, a welly French news
magazine, drew '4000 responses to a printed questionnaire on nuc-
lear power. Eighty percent of those respondihg felt that terrorists
would have little trouble obtaining bOmb-grade materials,1/472 percent '

.) . feared for the enVironirtellt; and only 25 percent felt that current
security' Orecautions were sufficientI That fall French President Valery
Giscard.d'Estling announced that the French domestic reactor pro-
gram.would be reduced, while new emphasis would be placed on
exporting nuclear technology.

This French shift has beers mirrored in the other nuclear nations. As
nuclear interest has ebbed in the developed world, reac*r vendors
have turned to less indus
a tapital-intensive, highl
source of electricity is a
nuclear vendors, and their
tee attractive financing, are

'aimed countries. For most poor nations,
centralized, and t nically complicated
ically inappro tate investment. Bto the
ome gov ents, which often guarari-

arily concerned with optimiz-
ing 'the useof the world's capital. They seek, rather, to. recoup their
own multi-billion dollar research investments and' to improve their
balance;of-trade positions. Hence fierce competition has evolved for
the nuclear market _provided by the developing nations. The long-
term Consetwences of this sales race may be catastrophic.*

Early nuclear critic's tended to be gadflies-, pointing` out flaws, in
reactor designs and calling for immediate remedies. With ,the passage
of,`-years, many of. these reformers became outright opponent's, con-
vinced that the problems with nuclear technology were sointractable

'that commercial fission should-be ,bypassed as ,a major energy source.
In early 1976, three high-level officials resignick from the U.S. Gen-
eral ElectriC Company, in order to work full-time on behalf of the
Nuclear Safeguards Initiative_ in California. 4nti-nuclear sentiment
is now coalescing into an international movement with a rapidly
growing base of political bsupport.

t.



dear Fuel Cycle.

Although the nuclear -reactor has' beer the .focus of most of the
nuclear controversy to dale, it is but one component in the nuclear
fuel cycle.5 Fuel is mined, milled, enriched, fabricated into fuel ele-
ments, used in a reactor,. and reprocessed to recover valuable mate-
hats. Then the radioactive wastes mu4t be-containedsome of them
for hundreds,of thousands of years. Risks surround every step.

I

Uraniumlminers are expo.sed to, radiation, particularly in accumula-
tions of radon gas. This hag led to hundreds of serious health _prob-
lems, and such problems will iiicrease. substantially las the volume of
mined uranium grows, and as) more Inaccessible deposits are. worked.5

'Themilling process (which isolates t e four pounds or less of uranium
oxide- tri each, ton f ore) produce 'residues called tailings that con-
tain radium. In t 6 past, these dioaCtive tailings have contami- _

nate drinIcing er and have be n used to construct buildings. In
Grand, Junction, Colorado, homes and schools were built of tailings,
and were inhabited for years befo e their radiation levels were recog-
nized as dangerous.?

Fuel enrichrn' ent poses another et of problems. The .most common
reactotslight water reactorsr wire "enriched" uranium, fuel tha,t
is 3 to, 4 percent U-235., Yet the few pounds of uranium in each ton
of Ore contain only 0.7 percen fissionable U-235. Further, this iso-
tope is chemically identical to the far_ more common form, U-238,
and cannot be separated by simple chemical reactions. Elaborate
physical enricfment psocesse that can distinguish between atoms
on the basis of weight are n eded to separate U-238 atoms, whiCh
constitute 99.3 percent of all natural. uranium, from the infinilesirnal-
ly lighter U-235 atbms.8

For the past two decades. the United States has dominated the world
market for enriched cranium, with production from three large g
eous difffusion plants at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Paducah, Kentucky;
and Portsmouth,,,,Ohiu. But now numerous other Countries are
experimenting with several' new enrichment technolOgies. Four gen-
eral enrichment processes are in differing stages of development:
gaseous diffusion, centrifuge, nozzle, and laser.
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Gaseous diffusion'is the proCess with -which. the nuclear, industry hiashad the most extensive experience. Tholigh this prOcess has a.long successful' history, beginning with weapons production, it', isslow, energy- intensive, and extremely expensive. The two other
mechanical enrichment processes, ,centrifuge and nozzle' enrichmer&'

12 offer .the advantages, respectively, of much reduced energy require-
ments and greater simplicity of design. The important 1?reakthrotth
in enrichment 'processes, However; lies in the comparatively
still developing, laser enrichment process. Its promise of, low test,
low energy requirements and cbmpactness could make even weapons-'
grade material available to,almost any i3ovecnment or . technicallycompetent organization?

Once uranium has been sufficiently enriched by one of these, four
. processes, it is sent to a fabrication' plant. There it is shaped into

small ceramic pellets that are sealed in metallic fuel rods. When uran-4ium is enriched-only '3 or 4 percent, diversion of this fissile,tnaterial
from enrichment facilities or fabrication plants' presents little prob-
lern. However, High Temperature Gas-cooled Reaetors .(HTGR's)
are Fueled 'by more highly-enriched, dangerous, botnh:grade materials.iuchEven in the more, common light water reactors, small numbers
of fuel rods containing bomb; grade uranium are sometimes used in
combination with a much.farger number of rods with unenrichecl fuel
to provide an overall fuel enrichment ofQabotit 3 percent."

Nuclear reactors, the rnkst complicated and ,efpensive means of boil-
ing water yet devised, are the tenter of the next, stage in the nuclear
fuerscycle. Steam from the reactor-heated witer, is -used to turn gener-
ators. and td produce electrical power, uclear power:plants differ
from oil, and coal-fired povfer plants on in that they heat water with. .energy obtained/by splitting atoms. a- fissile fuel rather than by
burning fossil fUel.p.i

A reactor designed to produce more plutonium-239 (or. other gissile
fuel) through neutron capture 'than it consumes through splitting 'is-
called a "breeder." Chi that consumesmore fissile fuel than it pro-duces is often called a burner

Seventy percent of all 'planned burner reactors around the world are
VVlight water reactorsI(LR's). Currently LWR's comprise 55 of the 56

operating cominercial reactors, in the U.S. and 59 of the 67 thousand.

12,
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megawatts of commercial nuclear capacity in the world. The water
that circulates thrqugh the core of ari LWR serves -two functions:
moderating and cooling. First, it moderates the free neutrons; slow-
ing them down to energy levels that permit them to split other fission-
able atoms easily, thus pustaining the chain reaction. Second, it trans-
fers 'heat, away from the core to where it is harnessed to 'generate 13
electricity.'3

Should',this moderating water escape, a '10CA" (loss of coolant
accident)the worst reactor accident most experts consider credible
might occur. With .a loss of the moderating water, the nuclear reac-
tion would automatically stop. However, the residual radioactive
wastes in the core would continue -to decay, and wouldl,quickly
reach temperatures sufficient, to melt the core. The melting core
could destroy the reactor's containment'vessel in any number of
ways, and the'spreading radioactiviT would render the surrounding
countryside a wasteland.14

'Heavy water reactors (HWR's), like other ,burner reactors, consume
more fuel than they produce. HWR's are moderated by heavy water
and cooled by heavy water, ordinary water, or gas.13 .
Unlike LWR's, which require enriched uranium, HWR's can operate
on .natural uranium. In practice, however, many such reactors use at
least slightly enriched uranium, which allows more desitn leeway.
Perhaps the best-known heavy water reactors are the CANDU models
manufactured in Canada, though West Germany and Sweden 'have
also developed HYVR's. The British government decided in 1975, after
.seven years of successful operation of a 100-megawatt prototype, to .

invest in a commercial heavy water reactor it calls the -steamer!'

Gas cooled reactors (GCR's) are cooled' by gas and moderated by
graphite that, like ,heavy Ater, absorbs fewer neutrons than ordinary
water, Hence these reactoN too can be fueled with unenriched
uranium. Gas-cooled reactors are also able to operate at much higher
temperatures ',than water-cooled reactors, and, consequently, can
convert heat into electricity more efficiently. England and France pion:
eered GCR's prior to building uranium enrichment facilities, and
England is now constructing five advanced gas-cooled reactors with
a total capkity of 6000 megawatts.

.
13



The Yea.ding breeder. reactor candidate is the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor (LMFBR), but ,woFk is also being done on gas-cooled breed -'.
erg, light water breeders, and molten salt breeders. ,LMFBR's are
cooled by liquid sodium. Since these reactors operate at a higher
temperature than light water reactors, they can obtain higher therm-

14 al efficiencies. A French prototype operates at 43 percent efficiency,
as opposed to the 33 percent efficiency of LWR's. No commercial
LMFBR's are operating at present, but experimental. and pilot units
(with such interesting names, as Rhapsodie Fortissimo, Phenix, and
SNEAK) have been built bA several countries, including England,
France, the-Soviet Union, and Germany. . -

.
The Plienix 250-'megawatt prototype reactor near Marcoule in
southern France, the most successful LMFBR to date, has produced
full power 50 percent of the time. Its viability has encouraged the
Fiench to attempt a 1200-megawatt "Superphenix," which is sched-
uled to' begin operation,' in the early 1980s. A somewhat more

I advanced reactor than the Phenix, the British 250-megawatt Proto-
type Fast Reactor at-Dounreay, Scotland, will reach full power pro-
duction in the spring of 1976. It succeeds the iongest-running ,fast
breeder in the world, a 14 megawatt fast reactor called the Dounrpay
Fast Reactor that has bee in operation sihce 1959. In the early 1990s
it will be superseded by abt 00-megalvatt plant.16. '

.t,
.

Though .reports of a malbt 1973 reactor explosion appear to have
been exaggerations inspired by the flaring of a large amount of
hydrogen gas, the Soviet Uetion's 350-megawatt breeder at the new
city of Shevchenko on the aspian Sea has been plagued with dif-
ficulties, mostly centering around pipe leaks. The Soviets are also
constructing a 600-megawatt demonstration plant at Beloyarsk.

. .
The United States trails Europe in prototype breederidevelopment,
despite an early. U.S. lead in breeder technology. With comparatively
lafge uranium reserves and three enrichment facilities, the U.S. has
felt less pressure td rush the breeder than some other countries, and
has concentrated its efforts on component testing. Nevertheless,.work
is now underway on a 350-megawatt prototypelMFBR on the Clinch
River in Tennessee.

The "doublitig time"the ambunt of time needed for a reactor to
accumulate twice as much fissile fuel as its initial inventory con-

'14 a



,
tainedis a critically important aspect of breeder devek,pment. bobb-
ling times now vary from 50 years-for the Phenix to around, 30 years
at Dounreay; wh

,ile commercial breeder manufacture \ have 'a 12-
year doubling .time-Ais their, goal. The more rapid, e doubling
time, the larger -tte abnount -of useless U-238 the breeder ill convert
into valuable phitonium-239 during a given operating eriod.' Be-
cause the breeder ionverts a large amount of otherwis (valueless
material into fuel, it in effect increases the%size of the ur nium 're-
source base: mire energy is obtained per unit. of fuel mi. ed, and
lower grades of fuel can b economically mined. If nuclear f4sion is
viewed simply as a stopgap or supplementary power source, our\
meager known resource base a fissile fuels may be adequate and the .\

,,breeder may be justifiably characterized as an expensive extravagance. ,
If, hn the -other hand, nuclear fissiori were to become a long-term,
significant energy option, _breeder reactorswith all their 'attendant
problemszivould have to, play a crucially important role.

All of these reactor types share the same purpose: to harness the heat.
from nuclear fission to generate electricity. However, each has pecu-.

liar advantages and disadvantages. Thus, a country intent; upon pur-
suing.a nuclear future can reasonably, choose from among different
reactor types, according to its perceived needs. It also chooses from
among different risks.

. ,

Accidehts capable of rupturing a reactor's containment structures are
probably the primary dangers 'associated ith -nuclear power plants.
Reactors are being designed lc) meet inc asingly rigorous specificaT
tions and to'include redundant safety s stems, but the chance of a
meltdown or other serious accident cannot 'be entirely eliminated.
These less than foolproof machines will be constructed and operated

i by fallible beings too (15 percent of all abnormal nuclear occurrences
-in the U.S. are due to operator error): Moreover, nuclear powen plants
offer tempting targets to saboteurs.

After about three years, fission products build up iriJeActors to the
point where they "poison" the fuel rods, absorbing neutrons and
making the chain reaction difficult to sustain: The fuel from. both
burner and breeder reactors is then 'removed and stored under 50 feet
oi- water at the reactor site until some of the most intense radioactivity
dissipates. Then it is sent on to reprocessing plants where valuable
materials like plutonium and unspent uranium are separated' from
radioactive wastes,

,



..
Reprocessing plants have i the'' ast. been major sources of radioac-
tive

plants now being pla ed. 1 the krypton-85 and tritium con-
tive emissions, and existi faci 'ties are 'dwarfed by the reproces-
sing

in used fuel rods i routinely released into the .environment,
as are small amounts of s ontium -90 and radioactive- iodine.' - Unless

' successfully controlled, t quantities of these materials released16 could eventually constitute a.significapt danger. Reprocessing plants
also represent another attr ctive soUice oblissile materials for ter-

- rorist bombs; and they p chide the primary sources of potential
weapons materials for non- uclear nations as well.

/ 1 .,
w.

Since fuel reprocessing in olves / the .separation iof chemically dif-
lerent elements, the techn logy involved is much . simpler than that

slifor. uranium enrichment. 11 th information needed' to construct a
reprocessing facility is a ma ter f Public record. This is not to, imply
that building such a facility Wo Id be easy only that any creterinined
country, or even a large, to hn tally competent, well-to-do organiza-
tion would not find the .tas i possible. India built the reprocessing
laCility that isolated the mat r Is for her bomb without outside help.

Reprocessing facilities re c1 mrgercial viability only when they are
large enough to accommOdat more than a dozen larg4 reactors. Since" ..

few developing countries wil have that level of electrical demand for
quitek.seme time, some ruck. strategists have suggested that. all se-
processing be donein cdu 1 les that already have nuclear weapons;
or that reprocessing be han d in regional centers under internation-
al safeguards. Neither of t ese suggestions has thus far proven
attractive to most non-ntic ar weapons 'states, and France ,and
Germany have recently so d r processing equipment to South Korea
and Brazil, respectively (t ug Korea, under great pressure from the
United States, subsequentl with rew from the contract).

While many countrie ,includin Argentina, Iran, Pakistan, and
South.. Africadesire °reprocessing facilities, some countries that. al-
ready have them appea to be ha ing second thoughts. The United
States has three comma cial reproce sing plants, none. of them-work-
ing. A facility in, Wes Valley, Ne York, has been shut down for
years due to excessive radioactive e issions. A $64 million General
Electric plant at 'Kir is, Illinois, ha never operated; modifications
to lender it operable, ould at least do e its cost, and indications are
that G.E. will its investment A new facility at Barnwell,



South Carolina, has suffered repeated chalk/
seeking to bar i,ts opening.

Another facto . :that .:haf given pause to/nu
occupational, hrea,t to health in reilrocessin
In West. V ley-New York; ,30 worker
other fissio ;products in 14 separate i ride
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/
Finally; 'the' economics of fuel reprocOsst
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financial aspects of reproceSsing operation

A major eiipansion of the Wilidscale repr
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to ,last .hundreds of years. Smaller leaks have occurred 'at the Sa-
,

). vannah River facility in Gelrgia.
r(

1 Th'e United Stales government was forced to abandon its plan to
create' a high-level nuclear waste dump near Lyons, Kansas, after

18 the local salt mine proved to have copious leaks. The proposed altern
alive clumping site, salt mines in the Carlsbad region of New Mexico,
is .alsCs proving flawed. Salt storage would involve burying 10-foot
steel canisters of waste in salt beds at least 1500 feet below the
earth's stqface.' The salt would melt under heat generated by radio-
active decay isisidethe canisters, and would then seal itself over the

, canisters as they sank.. The U.S. Energy Research and DevelOpMent
Administratiofi estimates that the Amelican nuclear industry could
produce up to 80,000 such. canisters over the. next 25 years.. Salt
.bed storage is currently beiprinvestigated by West Germany and by
Canada: Sweden - and" Cvfacla are experimenting with disposal in
granite, while Italy favors disposal in clay.

Even low-level nuclear waste is 'proving troublesome. By definition,
low level wastes are dilute, ,but they can accumulate at various i.
stages of the food chain'until they eventually reach significant pro-
portions. Like other . radioactive substances, low-level wastes can
threaten expOed individuals and their descendants by causing genetic
damage in reproductive organs. The volume of low-level waste sched-
uled _to be produced in the U.S. alone by. the,Year 2000 will, accord-'
ing to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, be about one bil-
lion cubic feetenough to cover a 4-rane coast-to-coast highway one
foot deep."

Burial grounds for low-level waste have been selected without first
making hydrological and geological studies. Moreover, according 'to
a disturbing study by the U.S. General Accounting Office, "there is

'little or no information available on the chemical or physical nature
of, the wastes.'' In early 1976, the U.S.' Environmental Protection
Agency found -plutonium percolating through the soil at the low-
level waste burial grounds at Maxey Flats, Kentucky.2'

Much low-level radioactive waste is currently cast intp the ocean.
Prior to 1967, this dumping was unsupervised. Between the mid-
1940s and the mid-1950s, the United States dumped radioactive
rubbish' into both the, Atlantic and the Pacific oceans. Britain has
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Used the Atlantic as its dumping ground. Controls hive been grad-
ually strengthened since the mid-1960s, but the prOblem persists.

In 1975; the Nuclear Energy Ageney.sUpervised the diiMping of 4500
tons 4:of\ low-leveh nuclear waste in the 'Atlantic' dninping ground,.
13Q0 kilometers due west of France. These .drum-04Ckaged wastes
joined 34,740 tons' of :nuclear waste previously .dumped at this loca-
tion. Preliminary 'data gathered' by radiochemist Va n Bowen, of
the. Woods Hble QceanographiC Institute, suggest tha plutonium has
become "widely distributed in. the oceans as a result of man's activ-
ities, and imay, nI entering iact, be enterng the food chaii.". ."22 11

Nuclear power, plants themselves eventually become
t

,form of lciw-
A

,

level Waste. Subject to intense neutron bornbardrnentohe materials :
in a nuclear facility become radioactive during the structure's life-
tithe. When the facility has outlived, its usefulness, the' security of its
radioactive components must be guaranteed. Among: the options
under Serious consideration are sealing and patrolling the entire site,
demolishing the superstructure while leaving `the fouhdations and
Underground structures to be guarded, or totally' deniolishing and
burying the facility in order to restore the area to a usable Condition.
At Port Hope in Ontario, Canada, a uranium mill Was' detriblished by
Eldorado Nuclear, Ltd., in 1958. Much of the contamin ted rubble
was "scrounged" by workers and 'other area residents, iio used it
to build at least 70 homes and one schoo1.23

19
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In addition to the perils inherent in-the physically discrete )ages of
the nuclear fuel'cycle, pro lems surround the transport.of entially
dangerous. materials fro stage to stage. Today such trans rtation
is frequently global in copewitness the British . agreemen4 to re-
process 4000 metric 'tons. of Japanese fuel. In 1974, in the U.S.
alone, there were .1532 shipments involving about 50,000 pounds of
enriched uranium; and, 372 shipments totaling about 1600 pounds
Plutonitim. The record of transportation foul-ups is legendaratid.
the future danger' from either, accidental or willful mishaps is corn-
mensurate. Moreover, there has been an unpardonable sloppiness; n
the security accorded even plutonium and highly enriched uraruum.4,

)1: In the general transport of non-nuclear goods, a loss rate of about
1 percent is common., A 1 percent loss of bomb-grade materials could'-
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jeopardize world. stability; 1 percenk of the cumulative expected
plutonium flow through the year 202Q would 'be enough for 400,000
'small bombs. The' current total -loss rate for plutonium, at a very
modest scale of operation, is one-half percerrt.25 Improvements bare.
being madeincluding blast-off wheels to incapacitate trucks in case.
of hijackings, jInd heavy fontainers ,that are difficult either to steal
intact of to break open. To prevent diversion by ,skyjacking, some

'nations have decreed that no airplane cart carry enough fissile ma-
terials to create a bomb.. Even today, however, international ship-
ments of bomb -grade materials and nucliar wastes generally travel
unguarded and are subject to accidents'or sabotage.26

In time, the volume of transportation may be reduced through great-
er regionalization. The construction of huge self-contained nuclear
parks, each housing 20 or more reactors, has even been suggested.
In such parks, the entire nuclear fuel cycle could be contained within
well-guarded boundaries. Although this set-up would, reduce trans-
portation problems, it would do so aka high price in terms of both the
vulnerability of such centralized facilities and their environmental
impact.

A review of the nuclear fuel cycle leads naturally, to the specific
arguments' for and against nuclear power. Nuclear proponents claim
that fission power is (1) cheap; (2) plentiful; (3) safe; (4) environ-
mentally benign; and (5) less dependent upon the cooperation of
foreign governments than other energy sources. Nuclear critics
dispute these claims, and go on to contend that nuclear power (1)
leads to weapons proliferation; (2) provides a significant new area of
vulnerability for terrorists to exploit; and (3) necessarily leads to
undesirable forms of social organization. Closely examined, the
critics' case is more persuasive than that of the nuclear advocates.

Nuclear Economics

Nuclear power is not cheap. Donald Cook, Chairman of Amer-
' ican Electric Powerthe largest utility system in the U.S.believes

that "an erroneous conception of the economics of nuclear power"
sent U.S. utilities '.'down the wrong road. The economics that were
projected but never materializedand never will materializelooked
so good that the companies, couldn't resist it."27
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The true cost of nuclear -power has been .confused by the quasi-
public nature of much nuclear development. Billions of dollars spent
on government research and development .costs are not included
most nuclear cost totals. Neither are the costs of constructing the fuel
enrichment facilities needed for the current_generation of light water
reactors-.anwespecially grave error since the price of 'enriched fuel
will, be multiplied if enrichment becomes \I 'private venture. Also 21.
generally ignored are the costs of regulation, the costs of waste die- ...L.
posal, the health costs associated with increased environmental
radiation, and the premiums that should be paid for full. insurance

, against catastrophic risk.. The costs of natural uranium are often
.shghted, too, even though they are likely tomount rapidly in the next
few years.

The -principal costs admitted by nuclear proponents are the costs of
the 'reactor and associated facilities,che reactor's environmental
controls, and the interest on borrowed capital for construction.
Typically, the cost of nuclear power is zalcUlated in terms of the cap=
ital cost per kilowatt of power produced when the reactor is running
at.full capacity. However, for safety.reasons, many. reactors often run
at considerably less than, full capacity. Moreover, reactors are often
shut down, entirely for repaiis and for refueling. The cost of the aver-
age amount of power produced, rather than the cost per 'kilowatt of
capacity on those occasions when the reactor functioning perfect-
ly, is the true cost.

The 'capacity facto r, the mostlimportant index of a reactor's useful-
ness, is found by dividing the number of kilowatt-hours of electricity
actually produced during a period of tirree.by the number of kilowatt-
hours that would have been produced if the reactor had operated
full-time at total capacity. While variation among reactor types 'and
between individual reactors is-considerabk, the average 1973 capa-
city factor for commercial reactors in: the United States wa per-
cent. In 1974, it was 52.4 percent and in 1975 it rose sligMly to 54.9
percent The cumulati4e capacity factor for all U.S. commercial reac-
tor operations through December, 1975, vv. s 54.3 percent.74 Yet
nuclear vendors continue to base their econom analyses upon an 80
percent capacity, factor.

A parabolic pattern deems* to govern the ides an of . a typicalpical
reactor. For the first tFree years, as one might exped, the reactor has

.7'
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a kw, capacity factor as construction mistakes are discovered and .
remedied aud as/ employees grow more faspiliar with the plant's
operating procedures. For the next three years, a comparatively high
capacity factorin the TO percent range is, achieved. Then cOtrosion,
'fuel leaks, component fatigue, and similar problems of aging occur.
I'Since much, of t reactor contains high le els of radioktivity by this
time,(repairs are low. ThOusands of, workers have had to participate
in the repair of it single plant so that no single worker, exceeds his
maximum per s,sible radiation exposure.
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Figure 1. Average Capacity Factor of Nucleir Reactors
by Age of Units, 1973-74'

This pattern can be clearly been i%Figure 1, which shows the capacity
factors for all t.J.S. reactors of ages for 1973-74. The youngest
reactors have capacity factors in the inid-fif ties, the 4-to-6 year-old
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reactors have capacity factor? in the high sixties, and the older reac-
tors haye capacity fIctozs down around forty percent.29 ... ,, .

Figure 2, which plots thy!, average capatityrfactots of 9tErear units by
size, describes a phenomenon that could prove to be of-even greater
importance. It shows that the cumulative U.S. operating record of
very large plants has been dismal. For units 'BOOmegawatts and larg- 23
er, the size of most new reactors planned around the world, cumula-
tive capacity factors are in the mid-foity percent range. Because there
is so little operating ex ience with nuclear power plants, the data
base. is limited. Figures 1 and 2 do not imply an immutable pattern.
Tht trend might' improv over time, or it might worsen. However,
Figures 1 a9d 2 do summarize the unhappy experience to date in the
country with the greatest commitment to nuclear power.
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Nuclear power plants in the United States are not the only ones
plagued with leaking ptissure tubes, cracks in bypass piping, and
swelling fuel .rodst In one recent' three-month period, Japan's overall
nuclear capacity factor sank to 37.2 percent. Yukihiko Ikenaga, writ-
ing in the Japan Times, noted that "On the average, one half of the

Z4reactors have been shut -down every ,,day for some .reason or other
during the last six months." Capacity factors in various countries
in 1974 ranged from 76 percent in Switzerland to 20 percent in
Sweden.

The capital costs of nuclear . power are generally expressed in dol-
lars per unit of installed generating capatity. Such direct construc-
tion costs have soared from abotit,$100 per kilowatt of capacity in
the early sixties to more than $500 today. Land, design, administra-
tion, interest, and extraordinary infOtion often catapult this figure to
over $1000 per kilowatt of installed capacity."

113.
Electricity a the perimeter of the nuclear facility is useless; it must besent. to a use Transmission lines needed to carry the full output ofthe operating lant wit an average of more than $100 per kilowatt
of installed ca aeity. .

Installed capaci .is not, ,for many reasons, the most relevant figureto use to ga costs. As we, have seen, the average nuclear powei
plant produces less than 60 percent of its; idealized full capacity. The
average cost of pOwer actually produced accordingly much higher
than the installed capacity figure suggests?' Ten percent of the
electricity produced is,'" on average, lost during transmission and
distribution, lowering the amount Actually delivered' still anther..
Net energy analysts contend that 4 7 percent of a reactor's output
is needed to power other parts of the fuel cycle7lowering the net en-
ergy produced per dollkpof investment still further.??

Insurance costs for nuclear reactors are artificially held down by a
legislated ceiling on liability. In the U.S. this ceiling is about 4 per-
cent of the government's most recent damage estimates of -the worst
accident scenario, and critics say that the government's damage esti-
mates are unreasonably low. If nuclear power were, like other tech-
nologies, forced to Wear insurance expenses commensurate with its
risks, the cost per kilowatt would be even higher 33

24.
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If 4*we add the costs of the initial fuel core, and if we assign to each re-
actor a share ,of the costs of constructing, other parts of the fuelcycle,
of federal research and development of national and internatipnal'
regujation, and of disposing and safeguarding nuclear wastes, the
total expenditure per kilowatt of net, usable delivered 'electricity.
might.'exceed $3000. Thus- the generating cipacity required for a 25
100-witt electric light bulb requires a $300 investment. Many of,,4 ----'

these costs. are unique to nuclear power; others will be borne by all,
technologies employing large, centralized generating facilities. Many
large coal-fired plants, for example, have had disappointing capacity ,

factors. But the princi01 argument alway4 cited for nuclear power
is that it is cheap, and, this claim is demonstrably untrue. Energy for
many purposes, can be Qbtained much less expensively from non-
nuclear sources, including decentralize on-site sun and wind energy
systems, than from nuclear power.

The costs of nuclear power are mostly, at the fron endin research
and development and capital construction. Cons uently, reactors

tiwill necessarily be at a severe disadvantage in a e of general cap-
ital scarcity. And while all capital costs have been increasing dramat-
ically in recent years, the costs of nuclear construction have outpaced
the rising construction 'costs of other power facilities. The per kilo-
watt price of nuclear facilities rose two and one-half times as much
between 1969'and 1975 as did that for coal-fired power plants,34

The costs of breeder reactors, without 'which nuclear power has, a
limited' life expectancy, are extremely', uncertain. Cost estimates for
the small Clinch River Breeder. Reactor in the U.S. have grown from
an original estimate of $700 million toa current guess of $2 billion..

A nuck>ar-dominated energy system 1.171d impose severe financial
strains can most poor countries. In so e developing countries,, the

. cost of a single reactqr may exceed the nation's total annual capital
investment. Nonetheless, the International Atomic Energy Agency
predicts that nuclear plants will produce 8 percent of all electricity in
the less developed countries. by 1980, and that nuclear growth will
speed up greatly in the subsequent decade.

.it
Nuclear investments represent a grievously injudicious use of scale
capital, a use completely at odds with the auspicious trend. toward
adoption of intermediate technologies in many poor countries. A
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generally accepted' guideline is that no single powei plant should rep-resent more than 15 percent of the capacity of a power grid. Other-wise the: shut -down of a -single power plant can impair the 'entire-:system. Using rule 9f thumb; only those countries havingleast 4000 megawatts of installesl' capacity, shouldd-cOnsider ev7.6 single small (600'- megawatt) reactor. Argentina; Egypt,'Korea, Mexico, And Vencrittela, are the only developing Ibuntrieslh-allcould currently support even, One 'such nuclear 'plant! Howsvei,nuclbr 'vendors are hungry fqr new markets and areaherefote willing ti
to offer much more liberal credit array geinents than would generallybe 'available for alternative. technologieS. Tit16U.S.4ElpocrkImportBank, for example, .has. made loans pf about $rbilljon in support ofAmeritan nuclear sales in 11 countries. .Consequently, many ".mallcountries are mortgaging their futures, to purchase reactors that aredemonstrably inappropriate to their requirements.35 4 ' .

,

1

trrankini Supplies' '
4Uranittin is not a -plentiful . substitu te for scarce oil and gas. Totalnon - communist uranium resources, available at double the current

price have been estimated- (in a compiehensive 1975 study by theOECD Nuclear .Energy Agenty and' the International Atomic EnergyAgency) at about 3.5 41lion tonsabout half of which was reason-ably assured. Three co4ttrieg contiol 80 percent of the current pro-
duction: the U.S., with 9000 tons pet: year; Canada, with 4700 tons;and South Africa, with' 2600 tons. These three countries (or four, if 'Namibia is considered ,separate from South Africa) plus Australiahold 05 percent of all non-communist reserves. Eighteen other coun-tries have discovered small uranium deposit, but the total from these
countries represents only 15 percent of the non-communist resource.base. Public information is not available on the uranium resources of ,the Soviet bloc or of the People's Republic-of China.'"

The 236 reactors currentlyfoperated or planned in the United. Stateswill 'consume at leak one million tons of uranium oxide over their.lifetime. The 800 U.S. reacthrs commonly projected to be in operationby the year 2000 will
will

demand ov& 2 million tonsthrough that' year, and will demand 4 million tqnS altogether duringtheir. operating span. These fuel demandsprOjected
tr

by the U.S.,Energy Research and Development Adminisationare higher thinthe reserves of. all known non-communist uranium suppliers.
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"No new significant Uranium
deposits have been discovered
in the U.S. since 1965, despite
copgiderable recent ling."

Considerable uncertainty as to..how much electficity can be gener-
ated ;per unit., of fuel further- co plicates 'the uranium reserve con-
troversy. For example, in July of 9
Energy, Commission testified that on of uranium could produce 33

a member of the U.S. Ato

-million kilowatt-hours. A bit later, at the same hearing, a staff mem-
nt- of the 'A.E.C.'s Division of Planning and Analysis stated thata"
ton of uranium would generate about 60 Ration ,kilowatt-hours.
Hans Bethe, a leading U.S. nuclear proponent, claims that, a ton of
uranium will yield 70 million kilowatt-hours. However, F.B. Baranow-
ski, Director of the Division of Production, and Materials Manage-
ment of the U.S. Atomic Enetgy Commission, claims that during
1971, 1972, and 1973, U.S. reacfm's generated only 14 million kilo-
watt-hours per top. If this figure holds for the-future, nuclear power
sources will- eithir require more cranium or produce less energy than
is currently projected." ,

. . .

'.Let us assume, however, that the E.R.D.A. figures ari correct'. Can
a 4 million ton demand square against the U.S.. resource base? The

nited States government estimates the nation's 'potential uranium at
/Willi!) tons, including all hypothetical resources up to a price

of f .pound.. (Private 'estimates range both higher and lower
than t official government figures-.) Of this, a total of 400,000.
tonso bout half of what's n ded to fuel U.S. reactors now op-
erating or the drawing boardsis n the Form of proven reserves.

Low-cost ores over and beyond t se now postulated may well be
,

unerthed on the other hand, almost85 percent of the government's
. 2.6 million 'estimated tons are hypothetical, and actual depositS could
easily fall short of estimates. The United States has the largest uran-
ium resource base in the. non-communist world, but no new signifi-
cant uranium deposits, have been discovered in the U.S. since 1965,
deiPite considerable recent drilling.

. .

What holds true for the U.S. is, in this instance, even more emphat-
ically true for the world. While 5umulative demand for uranium oxide
in the U.S. could total. two million tons by the year ;000, emulative
opn-U.S. demind is r e ed to exceed that amount. Proposed non -
U.S.. reactors wilt ha e a.lifetirtie,demand far in excess of the'world's

nknowanc( suspected !posits of economical uraniuM,.

Caul gf reactors. siibly be sold in the k nowledge that there was no
fuel Wo power f in? In a modified form, this has already occurred.
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Westinghouse Corporation, in soliciting orders for nuclear' power
plants, long made' a practice of contracting to supply fuel for its
reactors for several years. In the fall of 1975,j with a full inventory
of 15 million pounds and contractual commitments to deliver 80 mil-
lion pounds at an' average price of $9.50 per pOund, Westinghouse
defaulted on its supply contracts: The, company claimed that it could
not find eliough uranium at the quoted prices to fulfill its commit-
ments. General Electric, with about 10 million more pounds con-
racted for delivery than it has lined up, still cliims it will be able to
meet its contractual obligations."

Canadian uranium p ducers are also facing a gap.' They have signed
contracts to export 120,000 tons of uranium, two-thirds of which has
been apFoved by the government for export. But Canada's measured
recoverable reserves, even at prices stf $30 a pOund, amount to only
81,000 tons. Although inferred reserves may amount to 321,000
tons; the higher figure rests on great uncertainties.39

Without breeder reactors, known uranium reserves will not long
support nuclear development. Of course, as prices rise, the amount
of uranium recoverable will also rise. At $100 a pound a good, deal
of low-grade oreover 5 million tons in the U.S. alonecan prob-
ably be found. But at such a high price, uranium is not competitive
with coil, and, is about equal' to oil at $12.50 per barrel. Moreover,
exploiting such low-grade ore incurs heavy non-economic costs. In-
the U.S., uranium is now mined from western sapdjtone, in which'
it comprises one thousand parts per on. In the wer-grade Chat-
anooga shale, uranium constitutes o 60 to 80 parts per million
less uranium than the tailings curren y being discarde from uran-
ium milling operations. Of that miniscule amount of uranium, less
Allan one percent is fissionable U-235.

The energy cost of extratting so little fissile fuel from so much ore
may topple the nuclear industry's house of 'cards. Although one pre-
liminary study suggests there can still be a net energy gain, that gain
may not be worth the effort, and may not represent a judicious
investment of manpower and capital. Ton for ton, Chatanooga shale
contains less energy than does bituminous coal, and the environment-
al costs of uranium extraction from this. ore will be 'high. Some
scientists have proposed with straight faces that fissile fuel be
"mined" from granite and from sea water. But only with bieeder're- .
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actors can we d4ive sufficient energy from otherwise unusable U-238
and thorium to make such lOw-grade sources attractive. Current-model
breeders, however, are designed to maximize the production of
plutonium. IC shiprhent of either breeder reactors or plutonium to
countries without nuclear weapons is banned, the scarcity of low-
cost, igh-grade uranium ore would constrain international nuclear
development severely. 29

Safety

. Nuclear fis ion entails risks qualitatively different from those in-
volved wi other *energy sources. A 1000-megawatt reactor, after
sustained o rations, has about .15 billion curies of radioactive ma-
terial in its c re." The heat of decay from this material constitutes
about 7 percent of the reactor's thermal output (the other 93 percent
coming from the fission reaction). While the fission process can be
regulated, radioactive decay cannot' be so controlled. The, decaying
core can only be cooled. Uncooled, the core would grow so hot that'
it could melt through its containment vessel, and would theil con-
tinue to melt its way down into the earth. This -loss of cdolant
accident" (LOCA) is the most serious of the potential light water
reactor accidents, and it has been the focus of the reactor safety
controversy. There is do question but that such accidents will occur;
they are a statistical At ertainty. The questions, rather,', ate: (1) How
dangerous will a meltdown be? (2) How f requently , is a meltdown
likely to occur?

Most of the analysis of reactor safety has been done in the United
States and has concentrated upon light water reactors.' this is
somewhat ironic, as the United States has safety standards far more
rigorous than those of any other country.

In France, nuclear regulation is spread through five ministries and
various subordinate bodies, all closely ordinated with the nuclear
industry. The Service Centrale de Stirete`des Installations Nucleaires
de Base (SCSIN), which is responsible for the security of reactors and
of waste disposal sites, polices the entire country' with fewer than 20
officialsall of whom work part-time and not one of whom is a
radiation specialist. Nuclear managers are always forewarned of a

, coming SCSIN inspection, and are always told in advance what he
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object of the inspection will be. Radiation monitoring is taken care
of by another group, plant security is the responsibility of still
another, and -the transport of nuclear materials is in different hands.
Nuclear industrial hygiene falls under the jurisdiction of a separate
agency and other regulatory. functions fall within other bureaucratic
domains. The French explained the division of responsibility, and
the complacency with which they view nuclear regulation, by point-
ing out that the French nuclear power industry is not profit-oriented.
Whereas private enterprise might be. expected to skimp on safety
and security,- they say, most French nuclear development rests in
ostensibly safer public-hands.

What might be the precise cost of a foul-uptechnical or bureaucrat-
ic? An, authoritative 1957 report, prepared by the Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, conclud-
ed that, the worst: possible reactor meltdown could kill 3400 people,
injure 43,000, and cause 7 billion'dollars in damage. By 1964, larger
reactors were on the market, and -an updated Brookhaven report
upped the toll of the worst possible. accident to 27,000 deaths, 17
billion dollars worth of damage, and contamination of an area the
size of. Pennsylvania. A study conducted by the Engineering Research
Institute of the University of Michigan for the owners of} the Enrico
Fermi reactor outside Detroit fottnd that the worst credible accident ,

for this relatively small breeder reactor would cost 133,000 lives.

None of these studies dealt with the probability of such an accident
occurring. The lack of actuarial data regarding reactor safety made
such eomputations' so speculative that it was long believed that
only a "fringe member of the statistical community" would attempt
them. However, in the mid-1960s, the 'Planning Research Corpora-
tion, a respected U.S. think tank, contracted with the. A.E.C. to
perform such a statistical analysis. The 1965 report stated that re-
searchers were. "95 percent confident . . . that the probability of oc-
currence of .1 catastrophic accident during a reactor year is less than
'1 in 500." ,
In 1972, amid raging scientific debate over the efficacy of
"emergency core coolin systems," the United States A. E. C. spon-
sored fet another reac r safety study. Known by the name a its
principal author, the Ra ussen study traced the sequences of events
that couldas the analysts saw itlead to a LOCH, and assigned' a
probability to each event and then to the sequences."



By the time the. Rasmussen report was issued in 1075, the entire world
had logged only 927 reactor-years of commercial nuclear experience
only aksmall fraction of which was obtained with the new generation
of giant-sized-reactors," Consequently, the performance records of
the various components, (such as valves) were derived from experience
with identical or similar parts in non-nuclear equipment, on the as-
sumption that they would behave identically in reactors. This crit-
ically important assumption may not be valid. Conditions unique to
reactors may elicit unpredictable responses. As Sir Alan Cottrell, the
distinguished English scientist, has observed, "Whenever you step
into a different regime of temperature and pressure, nature will
always have some subtleties up her sleeve.""

The Rasmussen report claims that a core meltdown will occur about
once every 17,000 reactor years for 'pressurized water reactors, and
about once every 33,000 years for boiling water reactors. This
calculaticT presumes that the reactor is built with flawless work-
manship and flawless materials, that it is operated only h9 highly,-
skilled experts, that neither God nor terrorists intervene with un-
scheduled events, and that Dr. Rasmussen's assumptions are- all
correct.

In geneN, Rasmussen argues that the likelihood of an accident de-
creases as its severity increases, a belief that the Amggcan Physical
Society, an association of U.S. physicists, found creMole but open
to question. The report maintains that the emergency core cooling
'system (ECCS) will work successfully more than 98 percent of the,
time, unless, some 'pump, valve; or other cdtnponent fails. However,
many experts doubt the ECCS can prevent a meltdown even when
working perfectly, and the system has never been tested: The worst
possible meltdown, the study holds, would do. less damage than the
Brookhaven report suggested, and such an accident would occur
only once every billion reactor years. The.report dealt only with light
water reactors; it did not examine the accident potential of fast breed-
er reactors (which are widely believed to be far more dangerous than
light water reactors but which will be necessary. if 'nuclear fission is
to play, a significant role much beyond the year 20001):

Even if we assume the Rasmussen study to be correctand irtually
no nuclear' critics doquestions about nuclear safety remain. Statisti-
cians claim that we should compare the risks of alternative technolo-

%.
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Iles by multiplying the mag tude of the accident'-by the probability
that it will occur. Objective) , the statistical approach makes some
sense, but it makes no psy ological sense whatsoever. One large
event is 'infinitely more disturbing than many small ones. People'
accept with some equanimity a hundred people dying in one hundred ,

32 automobile accidents, but, they are shocked at the prospect of a
hundred people dying in one massive automobile pile-up;or in a plane
crash. Nuclear accidentswith the potential lo kill thousands of peo-,
pie and. to discharge radioactive material that will be lethal for. thous-
ands of yearspresent' a different ethical situation than other acci-,
dents. Statistical techniques can offer little guidance to a society
grappling with the small risks assigned to utterly unacceptable
events. Norcan they offer solace or recompense.

During .the brief period since the arrival of commercial nuclear power,
there have, been many reactor accidentssome of them potentially
catastrophic. Humana error Played a serious role inmost. Edward
Teller, father ,of the hydrogen bomb, believes that "so far we have
been extremely lucky . . . But with the great number of simians mon-
keying around with things that they do not completely understand,
sooner or later a fool will prove greater than the proof even in a fool-
proof system." Three U.S. astronauts were immolated- in ,a device that
was much more closely scrutinized than any run-of-the-mill reactor is
likely to be.

On December 12, 1952, a tragedy of errors occurred at. the NRX
reactor in the Canadian village of Chalk River, 200 kilometers north-
west of Ottawa. A technician accidentally opened the wrong set of
valves, causing the reactor control rodi to begin rising out of posi,
tion. In the ensuing bewilderment, wrong buttons were pushed and
the scram equipmentwhich should have immediately shut down the
reactorfailed to operate correctly. The expensive -heavy water mod-
erator was dumped bringing the fission reaction to a halt. The reac-
tor core was largely destroyed; a hydrngen explosion dislodged a
9-ton gasholder; and a million 'gallons of highly radioactive water
flooded the structure.

In November of 1955, the United States' EBR-I reactor in Idaho_ Falls ,

had a partial core meltdown. Fast action by the chief scientist at the
site minimized damage, although tire reactor was destroyed and much
low-level contamination ensued.
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"Statistical techniques can offer
little guidance to a society

grappling with the smaltrisks
assigned to utterly unacceptable

events. Nor can they offer
solace or recompense."

le-

In October of 1957, a uranium fire occur/ed at Windscale Numbei
One on the Ctimbrian coast in England. At one poi0t, eleven tons of
uranium were ablaze. The fire was brought under control after several
days, but because of the huge volume of radioactive iodine released,
a radiation ban was imposed on the sale of milk produced in the sur-
rounding countryside.

In January of 1961, the SL=1 reactor at the Idaho Falls complex
experienced a power excursion that lasted 1/500 of a second. A
three-man ;crew was killed on the spot. The victims were so severely
irradiated that their exposed hands and heads had to be severed froth
their bodies and buried in a dump for radioactive waste. Years were
required* to disassemble the radioactive wreckage of SL-1, and its
eventual burial ground will have to be guarded forever. The official
A.E.C. investigation report stated: "We cannot say with any certainty
what initiated the SL-1 explosion, and it is possible that we may
never know." st
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In October of 1966, instruments on the. Enrico Fermi breeder reactor,
in .Lagoona Beach, Michigan, began to behave erratically. Suddenly,
the reactor's-radiation warning devices registered an emergency., It
was impossible to tell what was. occurring in the reactor core, but the
instrument readings supported the hypothesis that at least one fuel

had melted. Safety was of special concern at t ermi" be-
, cause 4 million people resided within a 30-mile radius of its site.

The FerMi reactor was successfully shut down.. During the next sev-
eral daYS, reactor experts were flown in from all over the world to
speculate upon whit might lit happening in the reactor's core. The
greatest far was that a damaged subassembly might c011a' pse into
other parts of the core, ,cauSing.a secondary. ,nuclear accidentof cat-
astrophic dimensions. Unfortunately, this riskswould be at its great- .

est whenever any action was taken to remove fuel from the reactor.
Another concern was that the radioactive sodium coolant. might ex-

upon air contact. Slowly, the delicate operations were -begun.
As it turned out, four fuel subassemblies had melted, and two of them
had stuck together. More than a year and a half of careful work was
required before the cause of the accident could be discovered. A tri,.
angular piece of zirconium, installed as an add-on safety measure,
.haft worked loose and clogged the flow of coolant.
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In January of 1969, the Lucens reactor (a gas-cooled reactor, built in
a rock-encrusted cavern in Switzerland) was destroyed by a LOCA.
The cavern was eventually converted-to a storage area for radioactive

. waste. In April of 1972; 200 tons of steam poured out of a stuck
valve of. the Wuergassen reactor, a..LWR in the Federal Republic of

34 GerMany. Reinforcement structures were torn off the floor of the
chamber and water ran through the screw holes, damaging wires that
provided power for ithe goatrOl rods. Fortunately, by this time the
reactor had been successfully. scrammed. 4e,

In March of 1975, an electrician was checking for' possible leaks from
the: secondary containment area of the Browns Ferry Number. One
reactor in Alabama. He held lit candle nearthe'point where electric .

cables penetrated the wall ad where any leaks in the seals would
cause the flame to flicker. The sealant caught fire, and the fire spread.
fitst to the cable insulation and then to the .containment area. The
electrical cables powering several different "redundant" safety sys-
tails passed through a confined area, and these systems were all si-
multaneously knocked out by the fire. Before the fire was successful-
ly brought 'under control, two 1100-.megawatt reactors (representing
15 percent of all power on the Tennessee Valley Authority gridtheworld's largest), were incapacitated. The shutdown cost T.V.A. in ex-
cess of $100 million."

Most of the danger to human life as a result of a serious reactor ac-
cident arises from exposure to the cloud of radioactive material that
would be released if the reactor containment vessel' were bieached.
The number of people affected would depend .upon the population
density in the surrounding area, upon climatological conditions, and
upon the effectiveness of evacuation procedures. Much of the
equanimity with-which the Rasmussen report viewed meltdowns can

' be traced to its belief that millions of people can be successfully evac-
uated within a few hours. Sixteen million people live within a 40-
mile 'radius of the three reactors at. Indian Point, New York. In

'February, 1976, Robert Pollard, the safety official directing. regu-
latory activities at Indian Point, resigned and announced on national
television that Indian Point Number Two was ''almost an accident
waiting to happen:: likelihood of a successful rapid evacua-
tion of a congested area containing several 'million people is equal to
that of an-apple falling upward, and this is frankly admitted by state
officials. "What's, my plan to evacuateChicago? asks the nuclear



"In none of themear-misses
discussed in this paper was the

public even informed that there
was a potential danger until
after the critical period had

passed."

chief of the Illinois Office of Civil DefenSe. "I don't have one.
Thire's no way you can evacuate Chicago." In none of the near-
misses discussed in this paper was the public even informed that
there was a. potential danger until after the critical period had epassed.
The head of civil defense in the Browns Ferry area didn't hear about
the fire until two days later.

The. United States Navy's fleet currently includes a ut %tie hun-
dred nuclear-powered ships. The aircraft carrier Enterprise has eight
reactors. Though various ships put into numerous ports, no realistic
evacuation plans have been developed for\ those cities to use in the
event of a serious accident.

In November of 1973, a Swedish radio program describing a fictional
.reactor accident in southern Sweden was broadcast. 'The resulting
public panic recalled the shock created by Orson Welles' The War of
the Worldtsome four decades earlier. The phone system broke down
under the stress of calls; within ten minutes an enormous traffic jam
had tied up the counttyside; and frantic citizens were reluctant to

e official assurances that no accident had take9lace.

Despite the problems and fears engendered gy °the use of breeder
reactors, all known data on uranium scarcity indicate that breeders
will be necessary to the development of a significant long-term world

. nuclear industry. Because of the exceedingly limited experience with
breeders, and the proprietary nature pf much developmental work,
safeguarding these devices is an even/ foggier business than that of
safeguarding light water reactors. However, LMFBR's are likely to
hold perils without parallel among light water reactors.45

Fast neutrons cause a vast atomic stir inside a LMFBR. Even if the
breeder is operated conservatively, with the fuel removed when 5
percent of it has ndergone fission, every atom in the metal fuel
assemblies is displ ed about 70 times before removal. This neutron
bombardMent creat voids in the crystalline structure of metallic fuel
rods, swelling both the metal cladding an e fuel itself as a conse-

, quence. If fuel pins bow and t uch as a result of this swelling, temp-
eratures increase greatly at di ntact points. Under some circum-
stances, this heat could sprea to other parts of the core and cause
melting. The current breeder safety debate centers around whether
or not the fuel could become arranged in an explosive configuration
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during a coremek (a condition known as "recriticality") and blow the
reactor apart (or in technical jargon, cause a "rapid disassembly").
Unknown is just how much energy such an explosion will release.

The easiest "solution" to the swelling problem is to design more
34 space between the fuel_ pins so that, even if they bend,, they won't

' toucli. However, the sodium between the pins sloWs down the neu-
trons and reduces the breeding rate.. T contribution of the breeder
to fuel supplies will be marginal unless e breeding time is brought
down. substantially from the present 40- year range. Here 'safety
and speed are at loggerheads, for a cut in the breeding time will re-
quire a closer fitting of fuel pins unless new fuelsprobably ,car-
bide compoundsthat could double more .rapidly than the oxide fuels
currently in use are developed.

Another fuel problem is that of the "sodium void coefficient." If
sodium +oils in certain parts of the reactor",..the result may be a major
increase in temperature that cannot correct itself. It is hypothesized

, that a high-temperature bubble might move like a can-opener along
a fuel rod.,

How safe is nuclear power? The answer is a mystery. The scale of
tential damage. from a bad reactor accident is monstrous, but the

of such an accident is a matter of controversy.t
The U.S. Atomic Energy- Commission, charged by criticswith lax
enforcement, nonetheless finds hundreds of safety violations in
domestic facilities . every year. The .Quad Cities Unit Two, in the
American Mid-West, was 'started up with a complete welding rig
inadvertently left inside its, pressure vessel. The control rods of the
Vermont Yankee reactor Were installed upside down, and the reactor
was once started up with no lid on its vessel. At Palisades, Michigan,
a loose core support barietwreaked havoc with the reactor's innards;
Consumer's Power, the-utiI4 owning thereactor, sued Combustion
Engineering, the builder, for $300 'million. More significant problems
may lie in such countries as France and Russia, where safety stand-
ards are. much lowek Themost frightening prospect may be in the de-
veloping countries. Many countries now ordering nuclear facilities c."\
have no nuclear regtilatory framework, and only scant expertise. Clif-
ford Beck, director of the' Government Liaison-Regulation Office of
the United States Atomic Energy Commission, has termed the Tara-
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pur reactor in western India "a prime candidate for a nuclear disas-
ter." Fahir Yenicay, director of the Nuclear Energy Center near Istan-
bul, Turkey, announced in early 1976 that two nearby lakes hascl be-
come "dangerouily radioactive" and urged that they-not be used for
fishing, irrigation or drinking."

The nuclear, safety, debate has been a source of great confusion to the
layman. One team of experts is' lined up against an equally expert
opposint team, each armed, with computer, print-outs and technical
jargon; Each tries to "prove" its case. But most nuclear issues are
not amenable to proof; they are matters of jUdgment. It is impossible
to eliminate all risk. The level of acceptable risk is an ethical rather
than a technical matter. Consequently, the' final decisions are not sci-
entific, but are rather, social and political.

environmental Impact

Although fission was at one time viewed as a "clean" source of
energy, it is now opposed by almost every major environmental.
organization in the world. Nonetheless, nuclear proponents contin-
ue to argue that nuclear power is ecologically benign.

The environmental argument is almost alWays framed in terms of the
relative environmental costs, of nuclear ,power, and coal. Moreover,
the erivironmfintal effects of ,a perfectly functioning nuclear fuel cycle

. are usually"measured against the American experience with coal be-
fore the' passage of the landmark Coal Mine 'Safety Act and before
the implementation of the Clean Ail' Act of 1970. Coal mine accidents
in the United States have decreased steadily over the last few years,
and improvements in mining conditions will result in a dramatic de-
crease in the incidence: of black lung disease. When electric. utilities
are finally compelled to meet the terms of the Clean Air Act; airborne
emissions (which in the past have been a major health menace, caus-
ing widespread preMature death among the elderly and people suf-
fering from respiratory ailments) will be significantly reduced. ,
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Moreover, comparisons 'between coal and nuclear power _plants are
irrelevant to the great majority of: nations without significant coal
reserves. Thus, if environmental comparisons are to 'be made, they '`
ought to focus ,up'on the relative irripaots of nuclear power and re-.
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.newable. energy sources (solar pOWer, wind power, wood and other
organic sources, etc.) that are available to all countries.

At present, thermal pollution and radiation are the principal environ-
mental dangers spawned by the nuclear fuel cycle.- Other threats may

38 be unleaihed. Should nuclear power grow to the point where massive
amounts of low-grade ore were-being processed for fuel, environmen-
tal repercussions would surely be felt.: If nuclear power %Are to sur.,:'
vive until mankind 'stumbled into a nuclear war, the environmental
Consequenceaivould be of an altogether different magnitude..

l .

All mechanical processes that generate electricity also generate ther-
mal, pOlintion. But -nuclear power. plants cast off. more waste heat
per unit of electricity produced. t an does any. other commercial
technAlogy. This heat MuSt be dissipated, 'either through the use
of cooling towers or 'through direct discharge into. a body of water.
Since cooling towers are, exceedingly expensive, most reactors planned
around. the wo Id will inject" heat directly into lakes or streams- If a
power pla., ates constantly, the local habitat would undergo a
massive formation and a new ecosystem that could thrive at the
higher to pa hire would develop. However, -reactors, must be shut
down r $ari or fuel changes, and ;irregularly fOr various other
reasons. hits, consequent erratic temperature .changes make it
difficult for any sta e ecological coinrritinity to survive.47

Many of the problems associated, with a nuclear reactor would be
multiplied ManyfolcLwith the coming of a proposed pattern of inten-

-:.',atve nuclear:.develOpment misleadingly calleda "nuclear park." The
,,park would contain uranium enrichment facilities, a fuel fabrication
plant-, a, large,. number (10 to 40) of individual reacfbrs, and a fuel
reprocessing 'plant. The thermal burden associated with such a devel-

-opMent. could be _sufficient to alter the local .climatev-and; possibly,
AO generated a continuous 'cloud cover. Yet .Cliauricey Starr,
President of the Electric Power Research InstitUte," considirk79ch4,.:
parks the "inevitable result of the growth/ oPthe:nuClear.:
industry.""

The environmental threats posed by the tear 'potve 'clap cannot
be fully measured without an understanding of the'.e fectsf,af
tion on life at the molecular levelan understanding that, is at 'ppesent.,

. ; far .frorn, complete. The radiation associated with .nudear poiVer is
a
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emitted through the spontaneous decay of reactor-Produced radio-
active materials. (In addition to its 100 tons of uranium oxide fuel,
one large modern reactor contains about .two tons o k' various radio-

: active isotopesone thousand times as much radioactive material
as the Hiroshima bomb produced.)49 Each tadioacti4e isotope has a
precisely measurable half-life (time during which half the atoms in 10
any piece of that radioactive material.will decay) that ranges from I"='.

less: than a second to more than a':rnillion years. The half-life sof
plutonium-2394 the most controversial isotope associated with .nii-
clear Rower, is 24,400 years. , ,..

. .

As sub-atomic particles of radiation shoot out: from deCaying :atoms,
they collide with other matter, generally with .electrons. In such col- :

lisiOns,I*e electron:.ia. almost always jarred .free from the atom of
which iMia FE This electron loss transforms the atom :into a posi- . :

tively charg 'ion. The.ra4iation- that causes this changethe.x,rays,
gamma-rays,., particles, beta particles, and. eutronsi's'.slOwed
down by such coaltlisionsf.The distance the r ' on travels before

- being "stopped is ileterminecir,by ,its size, chaige, and::energy level
and by the nature of the. substance encountered.. Alpha particles
'travel only about an in4i :i.h.:dir, and can be stopped by a' piece of --,
paper or skin; neutrons .travel hundreds of feet in the air and can be
stopped by several feet of water or concrete.

The effects of "ionizing radiation" have been studied in many experi-
ments performed on hamsters, guinea pigs, and beagles. Some clear
statistical correlations have emergedespecially ,.itc experiments in-
volving high dosages of radiation. But we hay/ itdit no knowledge,.
of the cancer- causing and mutation-causing ffieChnisins, at the mo- -
lecular levek We know that radiation causes cancel :but vie don't
know how it causes cancer.

, t' '7,
Information on the effects of radiation on human beings is sketchier
than that on radiation-exposed laboratory animals: The debate over,: v
the effects of atmospheric nuclear bomb tests, sparked, by two-timeii;
Nobel Prize winner Linus Paujing, has never been res Ned (although
a large and. . growing body of evidence seems to su port PaUling s
claims). AAL,S.- Medical data bank, established in 1. $,' to Monitor
nuittaiVdrkers, has been handicapped by the refusalAisOmeprivate
nuclear 'Comp nies to cooperate. 'Moreover,' thi§ PTransurartium
Registry" hap' been unatle"to track down many .expo ed.. workers

l _ : 0 ,
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from the, early years nf the nuclear era-,a severe research.handicap:!
since many radiation-induced effects hay! very long' lag timei,hefore'
Symptoms appear." . I .4

Because we ',,lack '.:a.. sientific...tirideiStanding::61 .hi:4":.innizine tadia-
tion actually..iffeCtS 'discrete ..willgc41.:;prOcesSes, the link' b'etWeen
cause and effect is necessarily speculative (much as is the case with
cigarette. .smoking)1 This indtiCtiv.e leap leaves the experts 'divided..
The..IslatUral Resources DefeseCouncil, an environmental group, is
petitioning U.S. -'authorities to lower the permisSible concentration of
plutonium aerosoli.by-115,000times: ,

.....,' 'i

.4'.,..: Many radiation disputes revolve around linear concepr.';OUndthe
..:,probability'of ,:in, ill-effect increasing in direct -_proportion to the

,amount of,-..,radiation received. Will even, very low dosages cause some
*)''' !..C.racers,. Or.-Is\there athreshold below WhiCh. expOSure to radiatioit--
..7'....'.;i'.Iittrmless? If ..a-miniscide amount of lung tissue is subjected. to .a ....

..v.eityhigh: dOgage.'..Of .radiatfon; should' the .likelihbOd 'of cancer, be '. .

:.:.:leriVectfriorn'Ine......biibIntensity, ,in the .physically affected, area or ..... ,

'' from thelowintenSitYiny.relation to the whole lung? . ..
''

. We .don't 'Und'e4tand'-the molecular .biology, of radiation- induced''."
. N.

canter,. so .., our ,pcilicieS are necessarily based: upon statistical. infer.,
But radiatiOn).:Statistics are particularly ambiguous because:4i)

routine radiatiOnJfrOM.MiClear power is. in.additiOn to inescapUblera-
.diation frOMibther -"sources and considerabre variation exiStIs. in the

',':,. amount of ,natUral. background and- medical radiation that
L.,.--

,people aie::.'subjected:*,;(4-interrelationships between different types ..

...of, cancers and difflorent:,:64,e,pf radiation are ex tremely,.'&infusin&
(3)' the public is.."0.XpOSed;:to many carcinogens other :itlian radiation
that cannpt be controlledlnlargescale epiderniological surveys; and,
(4) because of .the'lig stitne;:...rnany. potential. radiation,' Victims die ..
from. other -causes- beforCrad iption-induced effects appear. , '. ' 1 -.',.'.....
-,. . ...,.....:

The low. levels of radioactive isotopes routinely emitteirthinnfl4-.-
. .

perfectly functioning nuclear fuel cycle, or from a leakinelowevel,-.7 '.;),
... , waste repository, have .not been --proven,- either. safe or unsafe. /n- :3.*.

., . ._ several developed t?buntries, reactor emission standards 'have .:beert,. ,.
: '. ...- dramatically tightened in recent years, although not enough to satiSfi.
3 f.. 'many ,critits. Other 'countries have no -standards whatsoever even

though radionuclides cati become concentrated up to several thou.; .--
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sand' times as they move up a food chain, so dilute emission's may be
in a-more dangerous form when ingested by people at the top of the.

food chains, '' .,
.

.

PlutOnium is now the focus of a major public health debate. One ,
school of thought contends that plutonium is carcinogenic in doses 41
too small to allow practicable detection. large light water 'mac-

. tor contains half a ton of plutonium an ch breeder will produce
ankh more. Common nuclear-power projec ons will require the cum-
ulative production 9f 440 million pounds of plutonium by 2020.52

. .

While plutonium-239 will be the radioactive isotope prOduced in
largest volume by the current nuclear strategy, it is by no means the
only highly carcinogenic, mutagenic, or toxic substance in .a reactor's
innards. Knowledge of many other radioactive isotopes is even more
liniited n knckwledge of plutonium. We know almost, nothing

, about th rates, routes, and reservoirs characteriitic of-- tliese, danger-
sous man- ade isotopes when they are released in bulk into the envi-
ronment. he wall of uncertainties that separates ham' scientists
from a pr se understanding of the effects of radiation on the body
and on the environment ought to restrain even the boldest, for what,
we don't know can kill us. ,

Energy Independence

Nuclear power cannot lead most countries to national energy inde-
.pendence. In the wake of the Arab oil embargo, lod the associate
dramatic rise in the price of petroleum prOducts:;Anany countries
thought that nuclear power could usher in energy 'autonomy. This
belief was Capitalized upon by reactor verfcrorS; '1974 saw a significant
increase in the role. of nuclear power in th6energy plans of most

, developini countries. But such a belief is ;in.4iipportable. The global
distribution of uranium oi is no more etpiitable than that of oil.
Access t,tepnrichment facili "es' and to reprocessing plants will, if
anything, more severely ulated than access to petroleum re-
fineries4 .Pied nuclear reactor nology is far more, complex and
trouble-rA than are most other e rgy technologies.

Fissile fuels are unevenly datiibuted iti the earth's crust, and nothing
prevents uranium-rich nations from engaging in an OPEC-style
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restraint of trade. Such restraint might be motivated by the simple
desire of produdng countries to retain their uranium for their own'

. nuclear needs, or it could be tethered to political considerations.53
South Africa (if one-includes the controversial Rossing deposits in
Namibia) has the Second largest known uranium resource base in the

42 non-communist world. A.J.A. Roux, president of. Southif,,Africa's
Atomic Energy Board; claims that,his country wishes to up:. its urani-
um, not for political purposes,ljut. to assist an energy-short world!
But he adds, "Naturally, in assisting':the'worlci,we 7look at Countries
friendly to South Africa in the first place." ..%: ,°

Canada,- Ath the non-communist world's third-largest uranium
resoificw,base,,will sell uranium only with*a prohibition on use for

:expips_ives. Canadian utilities are also concerned about what the
...:receritAnultiplying of gle. world price of uranium has done to their

domestic cost projections, and they are calling for protection of law-
priced domestic supplies. Australian with the non-communist world's -1

.1. fourth ;largest supply of uranium, may refrain from exporting the
resource altogether, except for medical purposes. And the United
States,' with the non-communist world's largest uranium resource-
base, will begin importing uranium agaih in 1977. Since the U.S. does
not have enough fissile material to meet4Ite; lifetime needs of its own
reactors projected for the year 2000, it :intends to build.* ,a.,large
stockpile of °enriched fuel to guard against future fu:Arrarket
Uncertainties."

Countries that export nuclr' technologies have met frequently under
the aegisof the London Group," which was established secretly to
considter the problems associated with nuclear proliferation and
nuclear 'terrorism. The clandestine nature of the Londoo, Group's
activities has led some observers to speculate that aes de-
pendence upon nuclear exporting countries might be even less tenable
than a similar reliance upon the oil expoTting countries.

Also7iirguing against sole reliance upon nuclear energy is the fact
that international uranium resources are privately owned. An inves-
tigation',4y the staff of the respected U.S. business journal, Forbes,
reviaiti:.that the Rothchild empire has a financial interest in nearly
every major uraniOn mine in the world." The corporations involved
in uranium produCtion meetregularly "to stabilize the moket'',4inder
the auspices of the Uranium Producer's Forum. But, ,according to
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"The regionalization of nuclear fuels
Processing would leave each pf the

participating nations dopdent
upon the goodwill of the country in

which the operation is locateda
prospect that no non-processing

nation can relish."

Forbes, "the function of the Uranium Producer's Forum could be
performed at a board meeting of !metal," the huge Rothchild corn-
parry. 5

In early 1975, the U.S. Nuclear Reg\ulatory Commission stopped
issuing export licenses for nuclear materials until it completed a re-
view of transport safeguards. The decision was prompted by the
discovery of 300 pounds (147 kilograms) of plutonium from Italy
at Kennedy airport in New York. The plutoniumenough for a score
of small-bombshad been shipped through regular commercial chan-
nels, The American export_halt, w ich occurred without prior consul-
tation with affected governments, nded the European continent
just how mercurial its suppliers can be. Western Europe has begun to
turn increasingly to the Soviet Union or nuclear fuel. In 1975, the
Common Market countries obtain less than 20 percent of their
enriched uranium from the Sovi Union, but during the next two
years dependence upon. Soviet uranium is expected to leap (tempo-
rarily) to over 60 percent. A European diplomat recently remarked,
"Relying on the Arabs and Russians at the same time for our fuel
supplies is not my idea of a secure energy posture."56

HWR's, which can use unenriched natural uranium, allow those
countries with indigenous uranium supplies to avoid a dependence
upon foreign uranium enrichment facilities, and also provide a .hedge
agpinst enriched-fuel inflation. On the other hand, heavy water re-
actors are also more capital-inteniive than light water reactors. And
heavy water reactors do not increase the energy autonomy of nations
lacking a domestic supply of uranium or a heavy water production
capacity.

In an effort to diminish the weapons potential inherent in the pro-
liferation of nuclear power, the United States has been advocating
regional nuclear processing centers. These centers would enrich
uranium, fabricate fuel rods, and reprocess spent fuel. A center in
the Philippines, for example; might perform these tasks for all of
East Asia. In an ideal world, such a plan makes-some economic sense;
such countries as Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, or Indonesia will not
under any plausible near-term scenarioseach have enough nuclear
power plants to support an economical reprocessing operation. How-
ever, the regionalization of nuclear fuels processing would leave
each of the participating nations dependent upon the goodwill of the
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country in which the operation is locateda prospect that no non-
processing nation can relish.

Weapons Proliferation

Today the five members of the U.N. Security Council have exploded
tyclear bombs. So has India. Approximately 15 more countries are in
*hat could be termed 'near nuclear' status; they could, no doubt,
produce nuclear weapons Within a very short time if they chose to
do so.57

Virtually all nations agree that the widespread dissemination of
nuclear armaments would gravely jeopardize not only global sta-
bility, but perhaps even the survival of the human species. In the,
event of an accidental or intentional nuclear war., the incredible im-
paa of the initial conflagration (the world's nuclear arsenals today
contain the equivalent of 20 billion tons of TNT), would be followed
by long-term radiation damage, ozone depletion, and possible major
climatological shifts. Our ignorance of the effects of such a massive
assault on the global environment is nearly total.53

Fear of nuclear weapons proliferation can be traced back almost to
the first formal admission of the existence of such devices. Three
months after Hiroshima, the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Canada issued a joint statement suggesting that a nuclear monopoly
was impossible, and that, the only choices were nuclear disarmament
or nuclear proliferation. They called for disarmament. In 1946, the
United States presented the Baruch Plan to the United Nations, call-
ing for the creation of a worldwide nuclear inspection system fol-
lowed by nuclear disarmament. The plan ran aground on the rocks of
the Cold War.

By 1953, both the United States and the Soviet Union had acquired
the hydrogen bomb and nuclear disarmament seemed an increasingly
remote possibility. President Eisenhower delivered his "Atoms for
Peace" address that year to the United Nations. In it, he called for
the development of commercial nuclear power, and took special note
of the bright promise this energy source held for the less developed
parts of the world. In 1957, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(I:A.E.C.) was established to promote the peaceful uses of nuclear
power around the world.
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"Many believe that the fewer the
finger's on nuclear buttons, the safer

the world. Even so, nations cannot
be counted upon to act in the

human interest unless to do so is
in their national interest as well."

After the Cuban missile crisis of 1962, the U.S. and the USSR-be-
came more acutely aware of the fragility of the' nuclear age. The fol-
lowing year the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Tretty was signed. In,1967,
the Treaty of Tlatelolco prohibited nuclear weapons in Latin America.
And on Match 5, 1970; the Treaty on the Non - Proliferation of Nu-
clear Weapons (NPT) entered into force."

The NPT was authored by the United States and the Soviet Unioh,
and, from a superpower perspective, the treaty makes a good deal of
sense. Both countries retain their vast arsenals (the U.S. has 30,000
nuclear weapons), and each continues to manufacture three hydrogen
bombs a day." Nonrweapons states, however, are prohibited from
developing weapons or otherwise acquiring them. Non-weapons
states are subjected to I.A.E.A. inspections; the nuclear powers are
not. The superpowers' sole obligation is, to make good faith efforts
toward nuclear disarmament; virtually no non-nuclear power believes
such efforts have actually been made.

"If I had known in 1968 how little the nuclear powers would do over
the next six years (to control the arms race)," remarked one highly-"
placed senior diplomat of a non-nuclear country, "I would have ad-
vised my government not to sign the treaty.;'61 Countries' that have
not signed the treaty include India and Pakistan, Argentina and
Brazil, Egypt and Israel, China and Japan, South Africa and France.

The principal effect of the NPT hai,been to maintain the nuclear
status qua. Many believe that the fewer the fingers on nuclear but-
tons, the safer the world. Even so, nations cannot be counted upon to
act in the human interest unless to do so is in their national interest
as well. /The regrettable fact is that the NPT offe'r's nothing, or less
than nothirgi ,to-its non-weapons participants; None the nuclear
exporting ,nations is willing to limit its nuclear exports to states
agreeing to place all their nuclear activities. under 1.A.E.A. safe-
guards; none wishes to lose a potential 'sale.- Thus, pa 'es to the
NPT voluntarily relinquish a degree of sovereightY, while non - parties
have nuclear vencto.&_.s beating down their doors with offers of nuclear
hardware. , .

A measure of the general disillusionment with . NPT may be gleaned
from the record of the long-awaited NPT 5-Year Revfew Conference
held in Geneva in May, 1975. The prelude to the conference deserves
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note. India had detonated her tirst nuclear device on May 18, 1974.
In June of that year, the American President offered 600-megawatt
reactors to Egypt and Israeltwo fiercely antagonistic non-NPT
states. Ancl , the 1974 Vladivostok agreement between the U.S. 'and
the USSR far from upholding the superpowers' NPT obligations to

46 bring the arms race to a timely conclusionwas widely perceived as
a slightly modified set of ground rules for the continuation of that

,race.62

The NPT Review Conference was attended by only 57 of the 96
-,,i)tountries that have ratified the treaty. France, China, and India were,

of course, not represented. Taiwana party to the treaty and a coun-
try with advanced nuclear capabilitieshad been expelled from the
United Nations and the I.A.E.A. and was not invited to attend. The
Canadian foreign minister was the only official of his rank to appear,
and he attended only long enough to deliver a speech.

The most creative thinking, and the strongest leadership, at the 1975
conference came from Mexican Ambassador Alfonso Garcia Robles
Ithe, father of the Treaty, of Tlatelolco). Robles proposed two draft
protocols. Under the first, the nuclear parties would cease under-
ground nuclear weapons tests for ten years when the number of
NPT parties reached lixteach additional five parties would extend',
the moratorium for three years; and the moratorium would become
permanent if and when all the nuclear powers becathe parties to the
NPT. The protocol was rejected by both the U.S. and the Soviet
Union, both of whom were -conducting underground tests at the time
of the conference. The second protocol linked reductions in the
superpowers' nuclear delivery systems to increases in the number of
NPT parties; it was also rejected out of hand. Both these protocols
were addressed to Article 6 of the NPT, which calls for cessation of
the nuclear Arms race at an early date.

A third, and exceedingly modest, protocol was offered under which
the nuclear powers would agree not to use nuclear weapons against
countries not having nuclear weapons, to assist non-nuclear -coun-
tries that were threatened or attacked with nuclear weapons, and to
encourage negotiations to establish nuclear weapon-free zones. The
nuclear powers" refused this protocol as wella traditional posture
for the United States, but a new one for the Soviet Union. Thus,
non-weapons countries that agreed to become parties to the Non-
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non-weapoin4iintries that
7i'Veed to become partie0a. the Non-

Proliferation Treaty.Weie unable to
obtain assurances' that the nuclear
poweri.vroilktinit launch nuclear

strikes against them!"

Pniliferation Treaty were unable to obtain, assurances that the nuclear
powers would not launch :nuclear strike.s'iagainst them! At about
this time, James Schlesinger, the UPS. Sec` tar,y of Defense; publicly
reaffirmed his nati9n's willingness to :,Anitiate the use of nuclear
weapons in response to a conventional, attack.

. The nuclear weapons states 4t the conference dismiskd all proposals
made by developing/ .nations as "political" in nature, and aged in-

. stead that the confkence:Jimit itself to the technical, problems 'of
NPT iniplementationr By Ais they, meant the strengthening of safe-
guards on nuclear material. But they provided no concrete proposals
as to how this might be accomplished.. The nuclear powers further
supported the concept of international nuclear centers, but offered'
only vague ideas alpOut how these might be handled. Regional centers
able to serve both Argentina and: Brazil, India and. Pakistan, Israel
and the Arab states struck many observers as problematical.'

The conference, viewed, from any perspective, was 'a failure,,R.broke
down into the same confrontation between develniied countries` and

;;.-.!: less developed countries that has characterized' 'all recent intetnationar.',
nteetingS.,5hortly after the conference, West Germany cannoiinced*:'..-
four billion dollar sale of a complete nuclear' fuel',Cycle 'Brazil; a .:'
non- to the NPT. While Brazil has agreed:-to. put the German.
faCili es u safeguards, nothing storii.Braiil from dupli-
ciitin the technology and using itk own uranium to manufacture
expl sives.

W k and weakening, the NPT remains the principal dam against a
global flood of nuclear weapons. Adherence to the treaty holds no
advantage to any country other than a superpower, and developigeht
of nuclear explosives arguably does. China, virtually- ignored until
it.exploded its bomb in October of 1964, has since obtained a settoon
the U.N. Security Council and become a respected force in the 'corti-:
munity of nations. The Indian bomb, far from eliciting interrialiW1
opprobrium, evoked only a spate of political cartoons and short-
lived censure from two or three countries. In India, the explosion
greatly strengthened the internal stature of the ruling Congress Pft7,
and of its leader, Indira Gandhi. U.S. Secretary of State
visiting India five months after the blast; asked only that India aCt

. 'responsibly on the export of nuclear technology. Small viand& that
on April. 1, 1975, while introducing a bill calling ',on his cou
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to coristrUct an atom borinb, one Argentinian legislator stated that
"Recent events. have demonstrated that nations gain increasing recog-
nition in the international arena in accordance with their power."

'
The existence of nuclear weapons in some lands leads almost in-
exorably to 'Agin. development in others. The Chinese bomb arguably
spawned the Indian device, and the Indian explosion seems certain to
beget a Pakistani bomb. Pakistani Prime. Minister Zulfikar Ali. Bhuttci
growls that he wilt "never `surrender to any nuclear blackmail, by
India. The people of. Pakistan are ready to .offer any sacrifice, and
even eat grais, to ensure nuclear parity with India." Even in Japan
the only country ever to have suffered nuclear attacka brOad con
sensus holds that the advent of .a Korean bomb would turn Japanese
opinion around overnight. Israel is widely believed to have between
10 and 20 small nuclear weapons, using plutonium from the unsafe-
guarded reactor at Diamona. The U.S. President, in d 1974 "good-.
will" gesture; promised anew commercial reactor to Egypt. ."

Beyond the threat of neighboring b,pinbs, there is. almost certainly a
threshold number of nuclear nations, the existence of which would
serve to convince holdlut countries that continued abstinence is
purposeless. At that point, wherever it is, the -NPT dam, will break
and the world will go nuclear. "I'm glad I'm not a young man, and.
I'm sorry for my grandchildren," says David Lilienthal, the first
chairman of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Such concerns are
intensified by. the fact that planned international sales by U.S.
reactor manufacturers alone over the next decade will produce enough
plutonium each year.to make 3000 small bombs.

The military governments in control of South Korea, Taiwan, Libya,
and. Argentina are acutely aware of the strategic importance of nu..:
clear weapons. Pakistan has a strong incentive to explode a bomb..
Israel and outh Africa are widely believed to already possess modest
nuclear nals. West Germany is delivering a complete nuclear fuel

.. cycle. to razilthough Brazil has vowed to develop nuclear explo-.
sives "for peaceful purposes".only. Fred Ikle, head of the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, has noted that a very soPhisti-

0. catecI7'warhead could be tested in a 'peaceful' explosion designed .To
buiktA.dam."

. Such _fears .ire;spurred not just by those countries that haven't rati-
fiitl the NPTIAny, country can -withdraw from the treaty on three

.
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months' notice. Yugoslavia, deeply disturbed by the lack of progress
at the NPT. Review Conference, has announced that it is re-examin-
ing its position on the treaty. Yet the major nuclear powers steadfast-
ly refuse to take those modest "political" steps that might make the.
NPT meaningfulin the eyes of countries that will Oise opt for
independent nuclear arsenals. 49
With so many near-nuclear states not parties to the NPT, with the
future of that treaty clouded by uncertainties, and with the nuclear

'expOrting
countries engaged in a fierce competition for international

markets, the future worth of the I.A.E.A. safeguards program is high-
ly questionable. However, if only because nuclear proponents gen-
erally express great confidence. in I.A.E.A. policing activities, the
safeguards program requires a brief examination.

conceded by even its strongest admirers to be a shoestring *Oration,
the I.A.E.A. safeguards program is responsible for inspections in 92
NPT countries and in non-treaty states that have agreed to such
inspections. (All nuclear vendors except France now demand such
inspections as a condition of sale.) To accomplish this task the
I.A.E.A. employs 70 technicians and has a budget of about $5 mil-
lion. The organization's primary regulatory activity is the auditing

' of records. Occasional on-site examinations are ordinarily announced
welt in advance.

OH.:fi Besides its exceedingly modest scale and budget, four other major
problems hamstring the I.A.E.A. First, a nation violating its commit-
ments would have to be remarkably inept to be caught in an auditing
error. When volumes of fissile materials are large, even a small mar-
gin of uncertainty can lead to significant losses; and bomb-sized
gaps are simply not covered by existing safeguards. One-half of 1
percent of a pound of plutonium won't make a bomb; one-half of
1 percent of a ton might. When a ,material is converted tp and from
gaseous, liquid, and solid statesas is necessary in the fuel Cycle.
fosses and inaccuracies are inevitable. The United States clearly has
the finest nuclear safeguards prograni in the world, yet cumulative
US. losses of fissile material could fill an enormous arsenal.
most significant losses occurred in the early years of the nuclear pro-
gram, but, as recently as December of 117.5, a fuel fabrication plant

Erwin, Tennessee, reported a discrepancy of 20-40 kilograms,(44-
110 pounds) of fully enriched uranium.m
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The second problem with the international safeguards program isthat coups/revolutions, and other dramatic changes in governmentwill of ten invalidate all agreements made by previous leaders. The
United .States flew a secret team of experts into South Vietnam tode-fuel and then demolish that country's only reactor shortly before

50 the fall of the Thieu regime." .

A third weakness of the NPT safeguards program is that, like CockRobin, the I.A.E.A. has no authority to take any action against viola-
tions other than to announce them. Indeed, most countries &onsider
occasional inspections to impinge upon their sovereignty; few, if any,would grant an international team police authOrity to confiscate
diverted bomb-grade materials.

Finally, selling har&-iare necessarily means selling knowledge. Frenchsales of nuclear technology are not subject to I.A.E.A. inspections.
Sales of nuclear hardware by other countries are subjected to inspec-
tion; but duplicate facilities built,by the receiving country will not be
inspected. Brazil, for example, is less apt to build a bomb by sneak-
ing material out of. the German-built facilities than it is to openly
build similar facilities of its own for the avowed purpose of develop-
ing peaceful nuclear explosives,

India put an end' to the U.N. Security touncirs nuclear hegeliciny.
At least 15 other countries have the fissile materials and the techni-
cal competerice to manufacture bombs. And widespread weapons prat,liferation is sure to follow the, rapid growth of commercial nuclear
power facilities.

Nuclear Terrorism

Discussions of nuclear terrorism have generally focused on the useof fissile materials to manufacture nuclear weapons, a vitally im-
portant topic. But neglected are a motley range of other opportuni-
ties for nuclear sabotage and disruption-66

The three bomb-grade materials of concern are plutonium-239 and
two isotopes of highly-enriched uranium: U-235 and U-233. Plu-
tonium, named for the Greek gdd of hell, is made inside all existing
commercial reactors; it is highly toxic, carcinogenic, and explosive.
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"Ndiv0.' ardry is required to build
mb that would fit

follably in the trunk of an
automobile."

of most existing commercial rea0oti,,iatict....:V,233 is
pthdiked 'fit reactors containing' thorium. Spheres1.0:Tu-230, U-235,
and U-233, encased in a beryllium neutron refledcif.. have critical.
masses of four kilograms (under nine pounds),..ele kilogr,ams,
and four and one-half kilograms, respectively: SOphistWated implo- .

sion techniques can lower thevriticat mass requirementOonsiderably; 51for plutonium used in imploVon bombs, the Offkialtfigger quan-
tity" is about two kilograms. A skilled bombmakei.VAtWaceess to the
proper neutron reflector would require slightly less .than official
figtiressuggest. The theoretical minimums are classified:) An amateur .

bombmaker could make a less sophisticated weapon employing cor-
respondingly larger amounts of fissile material.67 .

Until 1970, the United States government purchased all the plutoni-
um produced in U.S. reactors. In 1970, the purchases ceased, and
private companies began stockpiling the material. If reliance on nu-
clear power grows at the rate commonly projected,. far more plutoni-
um will be produced in commercial reactors in the next couple of:.
decades than is now contained in all the nuclear bombi in the worIcl."$.,.:
Theodore Taylor, a nuclear safeguards expert, estimates that by the...-
year 2000 enough fiside material will be in 'transit to manufacture
250,000 bombs. If U.S. Atomic Energy Commission growth projec-
tions for nuclear power through 2020 were to be met, Arthur Tamplin
and Thomas Cochran have calculated,. the cumulative flow of plu-
toniUm in the United States alone would amount 'to 200 million
kilograms (440 million pounds).os

Once assembled, nuclear weapons could be rather convenient to use.
The dimensions of the Davy Crockett, a small fission bomb in
the U.S. arsenal, are two feet by one foot (0.6 meters by 0.3). The
sthallest .S. atom bomb is under six inches (0.15 meters) in diameter.
Such bomb miniaturization is well beyond the technical skill of any
likely terrorist group, but no wizardry is required to'build an atom

' bomb that would fit comfortably in the trunk of an automobile. Left
in a car just outside the exclusion zone around the U.S. Capitol
during the State of the Union address, such a device could eliminate
the.Congtess, the Supreme Court, and the entire line of suc ession to
the Presidency. , A
With careful piatfning and tight discipline, armed groups could iriter-
rupt the fuel cycle at any vulnerable point and escape with fissile
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"; rrnaterial. Perhaps more frightening, however; .is the inside thiefthe
terroristsympathizer or the person with gartibling debts or the victim
of blackmail. In 1973, for example, theDirftctor of Security for the
U.S. Atomic Energy Comtniskon 4,tas:fiktind46 have borrowed almost
a quarter of a million dollars; to,have spent Much of it on racing wag-
ers, and to have outstanding.i2 bomb-grade material may have taken late already. There are many

dehts'91:$170;P00.6
P

9 Quiet diversion of

documented, instances of .plutonium being found where it should not
have been, and, worse,: not being found where it should have been.
A.,snaug;gling ring °was:discovered selling stolen Indian uranium in
Nepal in-1974.

Determining whether or not weapons-grade material has already
Alkn, into the wrong hands is impossible. Charles Thornton, former
director of Nuclear Materials Safeguards For the United States'
A.E.C., claims that ';The 'aggregate MUF (materials uriaccounttd.for)
from the three U.S,Niffuslon plants alone is elpiessib.l&ireions.
one knows where it 'is.' Ni4ne of it, may have been staler, bet The :.balances don't
insubstantial

_close. 'YOu cottld! divert from atWPlant the
insubstantial amounts, anCnever be detected.. The statistical thiefleaf* the sensitivity of the system and ,operateS. within itc.ait&iS
never d ected770 .

It was 10 ;and incorrectly believed in the United States, as it is still
belioied el where, that building a bomb from stolen materials would

.require "a s all Manhattan project." Theodo(e Taylor,, formerly the
leading American atom bomb designer, has dekribed at length where'
the details of construction can be found in unclassified literature and
hoW the necessary equipinent can be mail-ordered. A television sta-
tion .commissioned an undergradnate at MIT who, working' alone

':and using onlY public information, produced'a workable bomb design
in five weeks. In 1.970,. a 14-year-old school boy prepared a crude

''(but edible) diagram for a hydrogen bomb'and nearly, succeeded in
one million dollars from Florida authorities.

en without the successful diversion of fissile avterials, the opera-
n of a nuclear fuel cycle affords terrorists excePkihakopportunities. ,

In. NovembVi of 1972, three men with guns a,nd4reNiites hijacked a
Southern" Alilines DC-9 and threatened to craslic..it, ..iiitcea reactor at
the Oak. gidge National Lab if their ransom deminefewere not met.
In Marth of '1973, Argentine guerillas seized 'control of a reactor

.
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"One visitor to the San Onofre
. reactor in California recently pulled

a knife marked 'lethal weapon' and
a bottle of vitamin pills marked
;nitroglycerine' from his pocket -

when his tour was next to the
control room:"

under construction, isainted its walls with politicat:slOgans,'-and de-.
rr parted carrying_ the guards' weapons.

f

A former official in the U.S. Navy underwater demolition program(
'testified to Congress that he . . . could pick three to five ex-Under- '.
water demolition Marine reconnaissance or Green' Beret' men :At
dom and sabotage virtually any nuclear reactor in the country.
The amount bNadioactivity released could be of catastrophic proper,
tions."n

. One .visitorIO-the San ()noire reactor. in California .recently pulled.ra.
knife marked::',Iethal Weapon'l' and a bottle vitamin 'pills marked
"nitroglYCerine" froM his pocket when his tour. was next to the con-
trol room; -lo demonstrate how easily the, reactor could be penetrated.'

' Various magazine ! articles haYedescribed how :a saboteur. might Min-
atv aote..meltdown in a reactor.

Welrher Twardzik, a parliaMentary representative, in' West Germany,
joined tour of the 1200-ineg3W4tt Bilbis-A reactor carrying a 2 -foot
(60. centime.ter).!:pinzer-fat;St!!! b4zooka under his jacket. He, passed
Undetected '#froUgh.: the s4phiStiCated secutity...insthinients of the
world's largelit-loPerOing;:;ieactOr,.aid_preSented. the.liaeooka ..tO!..the
power plana'director.at-the end ef :the tour. ."' .

Threats, le.slistrei,:a.reactor in such.such a waY.ai..tereleaseniUch.Of the
radiation iii its core are '.trul9.:terrifying: Yee blIO'feei*.b.teactibs were'
bombed by..letro:rists .b1:: .1975, a elearli,,Cenipletednuclear:plan( in
New York iii,45,:iiamiaged.,by.:.0100;.. a total of .64. borribii!g.
involvtd utilities m the United StAtes'in19744 and,all.inVeStigationS'
of a series of MighaPS ;inan Illinois..nuclear power plant pointed':to.
in-hoUse sabotage. y 1.:'
If the..radioactive iodine in a 4inile.IWR.:wete uniformly distribtited;
it ,,could contamidate the atmosphere:nyer ..i.he-lOwer 48 United
at. eight times the maximum permissible;cOncentration to an .altittide:.:. "

'of about six miles (ten kilometers). The s OW.teactor contains enougli''':'
strontium -90 to:contaminate all the streams riverS'.in the United
States the MaZimum permissible colieentr ion 12 times cker.,-Such..:.:.;:,!:.,
an even distribution of theie materials vs;olil be. impossible, .but" the
figures serve to indicate. that every reactor is, averitable Pandora'.s
box..72
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ri ,even greater source of dangerous materialAs thC fuel storage
pond. According:- to a report by the U.S. General Accounting

`ponds,Storage areas are much more vulnerable than reactors. In such Ponds,
several isfent reactor fuel-cores await reprocessing. And- the repro-
cessing p ant,itself, in addition to beinga handy source of. plutonium,

54 will contain about 150 times 'As mticn radioactive; strontium as a
7 reactor. If these concentrated and vulnerable sources. of radioactive

material became the wise of a thiclearexplosivedelivered either by
`h,terrorist group or .a. hostile power-4:the destructive potential of the
resulting hybrid would be mind,boggling.7.3 -

, .t 1, J. Bowyer-Bell comments in Transnational Terror on the recent ter-
.41' rorisi "recognition of thk potential for 'exploitation of the mass

s thai their com-Vienna in becember , 1975, one of their,demands,
media," When terrorists kidnapped several OPEViil ministers from

s,

mtinique.,be,read in ,full over television. A city held hos ge to a

..... age than the'kidnapping of an ambassOor or hijacking of 'an "diner.
,rtuclOar threaf,Would be a far more compelling lute for medi cover-

.Ns

.The4irOspeCtuof' nuclear terror mayratfinstiseem attractive.to partisans
'Sympathetic to any partiCular terrorist. cause). but an enemy is as ..

.likely to engage in nuclear terrorism, as is an ally. Moreover, inCreaS-
fnig- nutAers.of terrorist -episOdes seem attributable to psych4gical
rather than political motives: the Charles lvtanson. massacre and
Richard Speck killings had' about as much ideological content. as, a
strebt Mugging:74. '; r. ' ': :' 7

Guarding. against terrorism requires foresight. But it also requires
"2020" visiont'Who in 1975 would_have expected a group of Sduth
Moliiccan extremists to hijack a twain inithe Netherlands in order to
bargain for MoluCcan. independence': from: IndOnesia? Protecting Our-.

\selves against futare i tegtonsm means nothing less than building a
`nuclear system'abletta,withgtand the: tactics of future terrorists
mg' ror a cause that,hasnotyet been borh.

Nuilear PoWer and Society

Every major. energy transition brings With it piofound social change.
;The substitutibre Of coal for 'wood andiend ushered in the industrial. . .revolution. The petyoleum era revol ionized mankind's approach
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to maygmentrestructuring our cities and 'shrinking our world. Now,
at the' twilight of the petroleum age, we face another energy transition
in the certain knowledge that it will radically alter tomorrow's society.
Each of the many energy optibris available to us today carries with
it far-reaching social, implications.

Nucle4r,;Ower is highly centralized, technically complex, capital in-
thisive, and fraught with long-term dangers. It produces electricity,
a form of energy that is difficult to store and that can be transported
onry along expensive, vulnerable corridors. Some of the consequences
of the widespeead use of nuclear power can be easily anticipated.

Increased deployment of nuclear power must lead to a more lutheotity,,
vtarian society. Reliance uponnuclear power as the principal' "source

of 'etiergy is probably possible only in a totalitarian stated Nobel
Prize winning physicist Harines Alfven has described the .require-
ments of a stable nuclear state in striking. terms:

Fission energy is safe only if 4 nuniber of critical devices work
as they should, if a number of people in key positions follow all
of theiti instructions, if there is no sabotage, no hijacking of
transpotts, if no reactor fuel processing plant or waste repository
anywhere in the world is situated in a region of riots or guerrilla
activity, and no revolution or wareven a "conventional one
takes place ese regions. The enormous quantities of extreme-
ly dangerous m erial must not get into the hands of ignorant
people or despera os. No acts of God canbe permitted."

The existence of hi hly centralized facilities and their frail transmis::
sion tendrils will fo r a garrison mentality in those responsible for
their security. Suc ystems are vulnerable to sabotage, and a co-,
ordinated attack c d immobilize even a large country since storing
a substantial volume of "reserve" electricity is so difficult.. More-
over, 100,000 shipments of plutonium each year would saddle sdcie- .
ties with risks that have no peacetime.
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Nuclear power is viable only under conditions of absolute stabiliiY.
The nuclear option requires guaranteed quiescenceinternationally
and in perpetuity. Widespread surveillance and police infiltration of
all dissident organizations will become social imperatiVes", as will
deployment of a paramilitary nuclear police forCe to safeguard .every.
facetof the massive and labyrinthine fissile fuel cycle.
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Broad nuclear developmlnt could, of
f.
course, be 4ttedtptea with pre-

captiont no more eNborate or brpr.essive than those that have char;..
actviz' ed nuclear efforts to *date. Stich.a course would assure a nu-
clear tag*, after which public *pinion would demand authoritar-
ian measures of great severit*Orwellian abrogtlions of civil liberties
would be .toleraltd if they were deemed ifecessary t prevent nuclear
terrorism. A

warding long-lived toxic radioactive wake will require not 'just the
'sworn vigilance olircenturies;.it will'require an eternal commitment.
Thoughtful nuclear are suggest. the .creation Qf a'
nuclear ."psiesthoo to assume 'the burden of perpetual, surveil-
lance. Since the nuclear wastes now being treated will remain toxic

tifor 100 times longer than all recorded human history, an app 'ftch
with'quasi- religious overtones is only fitting.76 )
The capital-intensive nature of nuclear deveioptnent wilL foreclose
other options. As governments' channel massive streams of capital
into directions in which they would not naturally flow, investment
opportunities in industry, agriculture, transportation, and housing
not to mention those investments in more energy-efficient, technolo -.
gies and alternative energy sourceswill be bypassed. The U.S. Proj-
ect Independence effort would require one trillion dollars by 1985,
four-fifths of which would be earmarked foc new rather than re-
placement facilities.. Under such a scenario, new energy plants would
require two-thirds of all net capital investment during that period.
If Project Independence were more eylbsively nuclear, the figure
would be even higher.

With such a large portion of its capital tied up: in nuclear invest-
ments, a nation will have no option but to:continue to use this power
source; come what may. Already it has become extremely difficult for
many countries to turn away from their nuclear commitments., . If
current nuclear projections'hold- true for the next few 'years, it will
be too late. Already there have been frightening examplesi'd falsified
reports filed by nuclear nvitners seeking to avoid 'expensive shut-
downs. When vast sums are tied up in initial capital investments,
every idle moment is extremely costly. After some level of investnient,
the abandonment of a technology becomes, unthinkable.

In a. world where money is power, these same large investments will
cause inordinate power to accrue to the managers of nuclear energy.
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"The nuclear Siren is presently
. attracting much interest, but

hopefully her appeal will prove
short-lived. Alternatives are abundant."

These managers will be a. highly (rained, remote, technocratic elite,
making decisions for an alienated society on technical grounds
beyond the public ken. C.S. Lewis has written that, "what we call
Man's power over Nature turns out to be a power exercisedby some
men over others with nature as its instrument." .As nations grow
increasingly reliant upon exotic technologies; the authority of the

1°technological bureaucracies will 'necessarily' become:more complete.
Energy planners now project that by the year 2000 ,most countries r'
will be building the equivalent of their total 1975 energy facilities
every three years. Although central planners may 'have no diffi-
culty locating such a mass of energy facilities on' thefr maps, they will
face tremendous difficulties siting them in the, actual countryside of
a derniva,c state.-

A nuclear world would have international as well as national con-
sequences. It would lead-, to increased technological dependence
among nations, especially as the nuclear superpowers conspire to
keep :secret the details of the complete fuel cycle. Worldwide depend-
ence upon nuclear power could lead to a new form of technological
colonialism, with most key nuclear personnel being drawn from the
technically advanced countries. The enormous costs of reactors will
resulkin a major flow of money from poor countries to rich countries,
as the former squander their scarce resources on these technological,
twhite elephants.

The nations of the world must together make an end-of-anlepoch
decision. As the finite remaining supply of petroleum fuels continues
to shrink, the need for a fundamental transition becomes increasingly
urgent. The nuclear. Siren is presently ,attracting much interest, but
hopefully her appeal will prove short-lived. Alteinatives are abun-
dant.

Coal can play an important role in the immediate future. The energy
content of the world's remaining coal far exceeds that of the remain-
ing oil, and recent advances in mining and combustion will allow
much of this resource to be tapped 'without imposing unacceptable
environmental costs.

A wide range of solar devices'evice is`becoming availLle. Systems to cap-
ture low -grade heat to warm buildings and wateruses which con-
stitute more than 25 percent of current energy needs in all countries--



are now on the market at competitiVe prices. Photovoltaics, thermal-
electric systems, bioconversion processes, windpower, and other
benign, renewable options promise large amounts of relatively low-.
cost, reliable, high quality energy with less effort than would be
required by the new generati%alcsfitlireeder reactors.. Solar options58 can be decentralized, simple, to indigenous materials, randcan

only upon a country's energy "income" from the sun.
They produce no toxic wastes and no potential ,bomb materials."

Finally, it is of critical importance that greater attention be paid to
opportunities for energy conservation. The United States could,
according to several analyses, eliminate about halfjof its fuel budget
without significant alterations in its economic system or its way of
life. Even greater reductions might be accompanied by improvements
in public health and the general quality of life. Sweden and West
Germany manage to achieve an excellent standard Of living on about
half the U.S. per capita level of fuel consumption. Enormous savings
can be made throughout much- of the industrialized world, where for
the last several decades cheap energy has been systematically substi-
tuted for labor, capital, and materials. Even in poor countries, the re-
placement of open fires with cheap, efficient stoves, the use of in-
expensive pressure cookers instead of pots, etc., would allow signifi-
cant energy savings. Moreover, such countries should employ antic-
ipatory conservation measures in their development plans, taking
care to avoid the sloppiness and wastefulness that characterize those
nations that icidustrialized in the era of cheap oil.

It is already too late to halt entirely the widespread dissemination of
the scientific principles underlying nuclear power.-What can still be
sought, however; is the international renunciation of this technology
and all the grave threats it entails. Although the nuclear debate has
been dominated by technical issues, the real points of controversy fall
in the realm of values and ethics. No person, regardless of technical
skill, has a right to impose a personal, moral judgment on society. No
country, regardless of strength; will be able to make the nuclear de-
cision for the world. But if increasing numbers of people and coun-
tries begin independently and actively to oppose nuclear power, the ,
world may follow.
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